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HANDBOOK & TOOLBOX

The proposed PLUP method helps rural communities visualizing land-related issues and assessing the potential
impacts of different land-use planning scenarios before making informed decisions. Lessons drawn from experiments
conducted in Viengkham District, Luang Prabang Province have been gradually incorporated into the tools and
procedures described in this Handbook and Toolbox.
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In Lao PDR, securing land tenure rights of village communities through participatory land-use planning (PLUP) is a hot
topic for policy makers, researchers and development practitioners. PLUP is conceived as an empowerment process
for villagers who learn about the value of their land and get trained as land-use planners and negotiators. The
purpose of this book is to provide practical tools and methods for PLUP implementation and a reference guide for
PLUP practitioners.
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FOREWORD
At the end of 2009, a manual for Participatory Land Use Planning

Lessons drawn from this experience have been gradually incor-

(PLUP) was published by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

porated into the tools and procedures described in this Hand-

(MAF) and the National Land Management Authority (NLMA) to

book. Throughout this Handbook the village of Houay Thong is

provide a common basis for PLUP implementation in Lao PDR.

used as an example to ensure consistency. A complementary

This manual determined the important principles of PLUP imple-

toolbox has been developed as a reference guide for district

mentation, especially in relation to community participation in

staff implementing PLUP in the villages. Most of the reference

the process. A diagnostic study conducted a few months later in

documents have been adapted from the annexes provided in

a project implementing PLUP along the new guidelines showed

the PLUP Manual.

that on-the-ground PLUP implementation was still problematic
as some tools and methods had not been detailed in the PLUP

This Handbook is a reflection of the work in progress and

Manual. The purpose of this PLUP Handbook is to provide prac-

should therefore not be considered as a reference document

tical tools and methods for PLUP implementation based on ex-

applicable to elsewhere in Lao PDR. We hope the lessons

periments conducted by the National Agriculture and Forestry

learnt can be shared with other PLUP implementation projects

Research Institute (NAFRI) together with relevant district line

so as to consolidate the different experiences and to develop

agencies (District Land Management Authority (DLMA) and the

a coherent approach for PLUP implementation at the national

District Agriculture and Forestry Offices (DAFO) with the support

level together with detailed guidelines for implementers at the

of the Centre for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) and

local level.

the Institute of Research for Development (IRD) in six villages of
Viengkham District in 2010, and in eight more villages in 2011 in
partnership with the European Union (EU)-funded Agrisud Project. In 2011, PLUP has been implemented in all 25 target villages
of the Agrisud Project in conjunction with food security and agricultural extension activities.
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INTRODUCTION
PLUP IN A SINGLE WEEK ....... A LEARNING PROCESS
The project began as an action research de-

The table on the right shows how two teams,

topographic map and printed on a piece of A0

sign exercise on land use planning, involving

each of 2 or 3 people, share their time be-

plastic paper to be used as the blueprint for

researchers from NAFRI and international

tween the successive activities of the PLUP

building the three-dimensional (3D) model. A

research agencies in a diagnostic study on

process. Full details of this are given in this

recent ALOS satellite image is also prepared

both the previous LUP/LA and the new PLUP

document and in the toolbox.

in digital format to generate the current land

implementation following the procedures

use map projected once on the 3D model.

P articipatory L and U se P lanning
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described in the PLUP Manual (MAF-NLMA,

Before PLUP can be implemented in a vil-

2009). Initially, many implementers were

lage, some preparatory work is necessary.

Village authorities are informed about PLUP

needed to conduct the lengthy PLUP process

The equipment and the budget needed are

implementation well in advance to ensure

at the kumban level. This was then gradually

described in PLUP Toolbox 1. The village area

that the introductory village meeting is well

rationalized so that the whole process could

should be estimated from a rapid village

attended. On Day 1, the target villagers in-

be implemented within a single week by a

survey, or from existing maps showing the

vite representatives of the neighbouring vil-

district team of just five DAFO and DLMA

village points or the estimated village poly-

lages to participate in the delineation of the

staff members.

gons. The contour lines corresponding to the

target village boundaries that takes place on

village area are then extracted from a digital

Day 4.
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Day 6

Day 7
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Day 1

Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

Equipment and budget for PLUP implementation in Viengkham.

PLUP fiction

Day 6

GPS points

Zoning on 3D
model
Socioeconomic
data
collection
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Day 5

VLM
agreement

Whole village
meeting
Introduction
to PLUP

MORE INFO
PLUP Toolbox 1:

Day 2

Document
preparation:
monograph
and village
agreement
Final village
meeting

Village action
plan

Map painting
on wooden
board
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1.

VILLAGE
MEETING

1.1
Opening by representatives
of the district authorities
Representatives of the district, i.e. Governor, Head of DAFO
and/or District Land Management Authority (DLMA), open the
meeting to formalise the process with the villagers.

1.2
Introduction of the PLUP process
After the introduction of the team members, each step of the
PLUP process is explained and illustrated with posters (in Lao
language).

1.3
Selection of members of the Village
Land Management Committee

IN A NUTSHELL
The field work starts with a meeting in
which the village population are given
an introduction to information on the
land zoning process to be conducted
in their village.

Twelve villagers are selected with the approval of the whole
village to be members of the Village Land and Forest Management Committee (VLMC). These villagers take part in all the
activities organized for the next few days. The rationale for the
selection of 12 VLMC members is that this number allows for
the inclusion of villagers with different of social backgrounds
and responsibilities without making the negotiation and deliberation processes with larger numbers too difficult or slow.
Special attention is paid to the gender balance, ethnic groups,
age groups and social status in the VLMC membership. Enough
time should be allowed for the village negotiation leading to
the selection of committee members as this committee will
have a very important role during and after the land use planning process.

HANDBOO K -

Land zoning and management plan to create a sustainable territorial balance
between socio-economic development and environmental preservation, through:
• Improvements in local participation
• Development of plans and socio-economic networks at the kumban level
• Allocation of community use zone (communal land titling)

Delineation on the 3D model
of the kumban

GPS field
measurements

Drawings are from the NAFRI Uplands Source Book 2005: Shifting Cultivation and Poverty Eradication in the Uplands of the Lao PDR

Village meeting / focus group discussions / socio-economic survey

Village boundary / Role play
Ground survey (GPS) / Land zoning

HANDBOOK

Socio-economic survey & analysis / 3D model building
New methods to
understand the local
importance of creating
land-use zones

VILLAGE MEETING
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

Field survey
preparation

Land zoning / village action plan
Final agreement and map painting
Village meeting (closing ceremony)
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2.

Socio-economic
data collection

2.1
Village household census

2.2
Population growth

Basic data on all households in the village are collected. A few
key questions are asked so that all the households can be easily surveyed within the first two days of the PLUP process. If
necessary, the unit heads can be surveyed to collect information about any missing households. For each household, data
collected and their use during the PLUP process are summarized in the following table. At the end of the process all data
are summarized in a village monograph.

This parameter is estimated through a focus group discussion.
It is used as an input parameter in the PLUP process. Using the
annual number of births, deaths, immigrants, and emigrants
collected over the last six years, the changes in population
size over this period can be estimated. The annual population
growth rate is calculated using this formula:

Table 1 : Socio-economic data collected in the
	village household survey and their use
Topics

Use

Wealth ranking

Data used to check
the composition and
representativeness of the village
land management committee

Position in the village
Ethnicity
Household composition
(number of members,
women, children, etc.)
Number of labour forces
(full time and temporary)
Land owned (no of plots,
areas and location)
Livestock owned

Classification into 4 household
types depending on main activity:
shifting cultivation, livestock,
plantations or off-farm.

Parameters used for land zoning
in PLUP – estimation of land use
map realism, feasibility plan

NTFP collection
Off-farm activities
Assets owned (water
turbine, television,
motorcycle)
Rice shortage

Assessment of cause of rice
shortage: poor productivity in a
subsistence farming system of
market oriented strategy

𝛲𝛲�― 𝑝𝑝 Ƥ�₋�

𝜏𝜏� =

𝛲𝛲�₋�

𝜏𝜏� = Annual population growth rate in year n
𝛲𝛲� = Population in year n

The average population growth rate (𝛵) is the average of the
𝜏𝜏� = growth rate calculated over the last five years.
population
𝛲𝛲� =
𝛲𝛲�₋�
�

𝛵𝛵 = �

����

�₌����

𝜏𝜏�

IN A NUTSHELL
Village socio-economic data are
needed: (i) as parameters for PLUP
implementation and (ii) to make the
greatest possible use of the knowledge relevant to the target village in
a descriptive summary report that we
call a monograph. Household socioeconomic data are collected through
a rapid survey of all households in the
village combined with more in-depth
focus group interviews with village
representatives who describe the village history, and conservation and development issues.

2.

Socio-economic
data collection

The purpose of the focus group on village history is to obtain
a quick identification of the main drivers of changes in the village and their impacts on village landscape and livelihoods.
Historical conflicts within or between villages are given special
attention as these must be taken into consideration during the
village boundary and village zoning activities.

The problem census focus groups aim to identify problems related to village agricultural and forest land, and opportunities
to address these by land management plans and village extension programs. Men and women work in two separate focus
groups as the problems identified are often different. After
having summarised and listed all the problems, all participants
come together and rank them in order of importance.

The first step consists of identifying certain periods in the village history since its establishment. Then for each period identified, villagers are asked to describe changes in:
Infrastructure: schools, roads, meeting rooms, irrigation

systems, etc.
Population: people migrations, diseases, etc.
Agricultural systems: crops cultivated, land management,
technical innovations, etc.
Livestock system: types of animals, herd size, diseases,
livestock management, etc.

The staff facilitate discussions and record results on poster
paper as the discussion progresses. The results are summarized and computed in the ‘village name’_diagnosis Excel
spreadsheet.

The staff facilitate discussions and record results on poster
paper as the discussion progresses. Men and women’s group
discussion results are aggregated in a ‘village name’_diagnosis Excel spreadsheet.

District authorities collect taxes in
proportion to the number of animals,
the size of the labour force or number
of plots. To keep taxes low, local communities are used to the systematic
under-reporting of the numbers given
to the administration. Therefore special
attention should be paid to explaining to
the village community that the data are
not collected for tax purposes, but are
aimed at guiding villagers through the
zoning process.
Even though villagers are told that the
data are not used to collect taxes, most
of the time villagers admit that during the land zoning process they gave
incorrect numbers because they did
not realize the importance of the information they were asked for. The area
under rotational crops obtained from
the household surveys and the current
land use map designed through PLUP
should therefore be cross-checked using a satellite image of the village (§7.2).

HANDBOOK

Quantitative approximations of the household numbers, rice
yields, rotation periods and numbers of animals are also estimated for each period. It is important to highlight the main
changes, and identify the differences between the previous
periods.

Each problem is first discussed in each gender group and then
again during a problem solving session involving both men and
women in order to identify the causes of each problem, the impacts and suggested solutions and/or opportunities. Again, the
group size should be between 5 and 10 knowledgeable people
(e.g. from the Committee of Village Elders and/or village leaders) so that the group is representative of the village in terms of
ethnicity, social status, age and wealth distribution.

TIP

Socio-economic data collection
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

2.4
Problem census
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2.3
Village history

F or more information
PLUP Toolbox 7:
7

Synthesizing PLUP knowledge in a village
monograph

3.

Characterizing the
village land use system
3.1
Return-to-land

The following steps are used:
First, all village land use types are listed, including those types
the village had in the past, have nowadays and may have in
the future (e.g. trends in neighbouring villages or suggestions
by extension agents). These land uses can be summarized as
shown in the table below.

From agriculture
�₌����
crops

Table 2: Types of land uses.
Cropping
system

Livestock
system

Paddy field

Grassland
( livestock
area)

Permanent
crop

Improved
grassland pasture

Forest

Other

Conservation
forest

Shrub

Protection
forest

Reserve land

Rotational
crop

Production
forest

Village area

Plantation

Sacred
forest
(cemetery)

Water bodies

(Gross income-input costs) ×% of land use type under each crop

One hectare of land may be under different rotational crops,
for example, 50% of the area may be under upland rice, 25%
under maize and 25% under Job’s tears. The income values
of the respective percentages of each of these three crops in
one hectare of the land use type are added together.. Then, the
resulting value is divided by the total number of years of the
rotation (cropping years + fallow duration).
For a permanent crop the agricultural return-to-land is calculated on an annual basis as the plot is cropped every year.

Then parameters are defined for one hectare of each land use type,
including two environmental indexes: biodiversity and carbon.

For plantations, the total income over the whole period of the
plantation (including the unproductive phase) is divided by the
total number of years in order to calculate the annual return-toland per hectare of plantation.

The parameters below are calculated with VLMC members for
one hectare of each land use type, as indicated in the following
equations.

From NTFP collection

=

NTFPs

(Income) ×% of income from each NTFP in the land use type

Several NTFPs can be collected from the same land use type
(i.e. production forest) at different times of the year. The vol-

ume of each NTFP collected on average from each land use
type and the price for which they can be sold are assessed
collectively during focus group discussion. Then the group
calculates the NTFP return-to-land of each land use type by
compiling values of all NTFPs (e.g. peuak meuak, khem) that
can be collected in that land use type. Wildlife hunting can
be added but villagers were often reluctant to include this
income as a return-to-land.
From Livestock

Net profit per ha
Animal type

For each land use type the participants estimate a livestock
‘carrying capacity’ calculated as the number of large ruminants
that each land use type can support sustainably. For example,
in Houay Thong village the carrying capacity of one hectare of
natural grassland was set at one animal (cattle or buffalo) by
VLMC members while improved pasture systems (with cultivated grass) increased the carrying capacity up to three head of
livestock. The income generated by livestock for each hectare
depends on the age and price at which the animals are sold. For
example, if one buffalo fed on one hectare of natural grassland
is sold after three years for four million kip, the livestock returnto-land of that hectare of grassland is four million kip divided
by three years. All potential returns-to-land from livestock are
calculated at the carrying capacity value for the land use types
to which livestock have access (i.e. during the planning process
VLMC members may decide that they prevent livestock access
to some land use types such as those under permanent crops
or conservation forest).

3.
PLUP Toolbox 2:
Socio-economic data and PLUP parameters

=

crops

Number of labour units ×% of land use type under each crop

3.3
Environmental indexes
In addition to the socio-economic parameters, the two environmental indexes of biodiversity and carbon are discussed and
included. The ideas of carbon and biodiversity are introduced
to the villagers. For each land use, a coefficient ranging from
1 to 4 is proposed based on forest inventories conducted in
Viengkham District.
First, the facilitators give VLMC members some examples of
carbon and biodiversity values attributed to a few of the different land use types. Then, VLMC members are asked to guess
the values for the other land uses. This helps to verify that the
concepts are well understood. Villagers can easily rank the
different land use types depending on their perceptions of the
environmental values and so become aware of the potential
impact of their decisions on the environment.

Topics

Biodiversity
index
standard
value

Carbon
index
standard
value

Conservation forest

4

4

Protection forest

4

4

Production forest

3

3

Shrub

2

2

Village area

2

1

Plantation

1

2

Improved grass land

1

1

Permanent crop

1

1

Rotational Crop

1

1

Livestock area

1

1

Paddy area

1

1

Finally, all the values per hectare are summarized in a table on
a piece of A0 paper that is displayed in the room as a common
reference for all participants.
Some of the village level information derived from household
surveys and focus group discussions (see Section 2) are also
displayed on the board such as:

HANDBOOK

Prices of one kg of rice, of an adult cow and buffalo, etc.
Average composition of the families, labour force avail-

able in the village, population growth
All parameters are compiled in an Excel spreadsheet .
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Socio-economic data for land use
planning are collected from the village
household census, focus group discussions (as described in Section 2) and
also from the PLUP Fiction role play. The
average income values and labour force
requirements for each land use type are
elicited from the VLMC members. These
data are first cross-checked with the
household level data compiled for the
whole village, and then the VLMC members agree together on the parameters
that will be used all through the land use
planning process. VLMC members fully
understand that all the parameters come
from them and that they participate in
the entire calculation process. This elicitation process makes sure there is no
‘black box effect’, especially during the
calculation of the socio-economic and
environmental impacts of land use plan
scenarios tested on the virtual village
landscape. Local people have therefore
full ownership of the whole process.

The labour force requirement is that required for all activities
in the land use type over one year, i.e. the number of labour
force units required per hectare for agriculture, NTFP collection
and livestock. One labour unit corresponds to the labour of one
adult person.

Table 3: 	Standard values of biodiversity
	and carbon index values for each land use.

Characterizing the village land use system
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

IN A NUTSHELL

3.2
Labour force requirement

HANDBOO K -

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N

Characterizing the
village land use system

4.

Engaging local communities
in PLUP with ‘PLUP Fiction’

4.1
Introducing the virtual Landscape
‘PLUP Fiction’ is a role play used to introduce the basics of land
use planning to villagers, who are often poorly educated, within only a few days. Simulating land use planning helps villagers
to better understand the risks and benefits involved such as
the economic development of the village, constraints of labour
force availability, rice self-sufficiency, livestock carrying capacity, etc. and to increase their awareness of the impacts of their
decisions made during land use planning.
First, the villagers are shown a game board representing a virtual
landscape of a simplified village composed of 100 cells of 1 ha
each. Each of the twelve VLMC members represents one labour
unit and has to make decisions not only for himself or herself but
for the whole village community that shares this virtual village
landscape of 100 ha. The initial composition of the virtual landscape reflects the real percentage of land cover types as observed
from recent satellite images (ALOS 2009) in Viengkham District.

During the first round, the participants calculate the outputs themselves using simple pocket calculators. They multiply the parameter values (i.e. incomes from agriculture, NTFPs and livestock, the
labour force needed, and the biodiversity and carbon indexes) of
each land use type by the area under that land use type in the land
use plan. The facilitators provide guidance throughout the process
and report the results on the board or on A0 paper. The results are
also calculated by computer in order to show participants that the
computer does the same calculations as they do manually with
the simple calculators. Then to save time the computer (by means
of an Excel spreadsheet) is used for the next rounds; but participants are invited to calculate some values by themselves to verify
their good understanding of the calculation process. Through this
iterative negotiation process, the villagers gradually improve their
land use plans until a final agreement is reached.

4.3
Assessing scenarios in PLUP fiction

4.2
The successive stages
in PLUP Fiction

Village parameters are compiled in an Excel file (table below
with parameters of the role play). The parameter values are fixed
for all scenarios and the calculations are automatically updated
when the area of different land use types and livestock access to
different land use types are modified.

During each round of the role play, participants negotiate a zoning arrangement and decide on the land use to be allocated to
each plot (cell). A new page of tracing paper is used for each
iteration to draw the land use plan with coloured chalks over
the virtual landscape. Once a land use type has been allocated
to all the plots and the participants have decided which plots
are to be accessible to livestock, the round ends and calculations are made to assess the output values of the scenario.

For each scenario the following inputs are entered:
Number of hectares of each land use type.
In PLUP fiction the total area should always be 100 ha
Livestock access to each plot (1 or 0)
For the three main types of land use (rotational crops, permanent crops and grass land), the percentage of the land
that is really cropped/used depending the topographic
constraint (rocks, slope...)

IN A NUTSHELL
After the calculation of the economic
parameters pertaining to the village land
use system, VLMC members learn how
to conduct land use planning through a
role play using a virtual landscape. The
economic and environmental impact of
their decisions is displayed, analysed
and discussed collectively.
Land use plans are gradually improved
through successive iterations so as to
satisfy all stakeholder groups represented by the participants (i.e. forest conservationists, development specialists, different household types).

=

Land uses

Index Value ×number of ha in the land use plan

Some other indicators such as those of rice sufficiency and
poverty are used as warnings. The corresponding cell becomes
green when conditions are fulfilled or red when rice sufficiency
or poverty rates are below the threshold defined by VLMC
members.

Engaging local communities in PLUP with ‘PLUP Fiction’
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP) HANDBOOK

The output parameters considered in the assessment of each
successive plan are as follows (see table below ‘Output variables of land zoning simulation’) :
Number of labour force units needed at the village level to
implement the plan.
Total village income generated from agriculture + NTFPs +
livestock + off-farm activities.
Average income per labour force unit in the village.
Average income per labour force unit of each household
type: A, B, C and D.
Maximum number of livestock, the villagers can raise on
their land (carrying capacity).
The biodiversity and carbon indexes of the land use plan

HANDBOO K -

After each round of planning, the resulting scenario can be assessed collectively and compared with the previous scenario
to see if the new plan improves the output parameters. Then,
participants can modify again learning from their mistakes until
they reach a satisfactory land use plan.
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local communities
4. inEngaging
PLUP with ‘PLUP Fiction’
MORE INFO
PLUP Toolbox 3:
The ‘PLUP Fiction’ role play
Bourgoin J, Castella J.C. (2011) ‘PLUP
Fiction’: Landscape Simulation for Participatory Land Use Planning in Northern Laos. Mountain Research and Development 31(2): 78-88.

Table 4: Parameters of the role play

Topics

Agricultural
income
(kip/ha)

Carbon
index
standard
value

Livestock
capacity
(head/ha)

Labour
requirement
(man/year)

Biodiversity
index

Carbon
index

Conservation forest

0

3,000,000

0.5

0

4

4

Grass land

0

100,000

1.5

0.1

1

1

Permanent crop

2,500,000

200,000

0.5

1

1

1

Shrub

0

0

0.5

0

2

2

Production forest

2,500,000

5,000,000

0.5

0

3

3

Protection forest

0

2,500,000

0.5

0

4

4

Rotational Crop

600,000

1,500,000

1

0.25

1

1

Plantation

4,000,000

100,000

0

0.1

1

2

Livestock area

0

100,000

1.5

0.25

1

1

Table 5: Output variables of land zoning simulation
Initial
land use

PLUP1

PLUP2

PLUP3

PLUP4

Overall annual income (million kip)

240

422

407

402

380

Average annual income per labor unit (million kip)

12.6

19

23

24.8

31

Share A type households (million kip)

10.3

15.3

18.6

19.8

24.2

Share B type households (million kip)

13.9

19.8

23.9

25.8

32.5

Share C type households (million kip)

15

27

33.5

36.8

47.7

Share D type households (million kip)

22.1

32.5

37.9

42.1

55

Biodiversity value

169

200

200

200

196

Carbon value

171

207

207

207

203

Number of livestock

29.5

36

36

36

40.5

Labor force needed

18.95

22.2

17.7

16.3

12.2

sufficiency and poverty under different scenarios.
Labour force requirements now, in 5 years and in 10 years

are also displayed in the Excel spreadsheet.
The successive steps in the calculations (e.g. income val-

ues constrained by topography and/or labour force availability) are also shown in the spreadsheet.
The successive steps in the calculations (e.g. income values constrained by topography and/or labour force availability) are also shown in the spreadsheet.
The iterative planning process ends when the plan can no longer
improve the output parameters. All participants should be satisfied by the results in terms of the increased economic and environmental value of the village landscape.
Initial land use

PLUP1

PLUP2

PLUP3

PLUP4

Engaging local communities in PLUP with ‘PLUP Fiction’
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP) HANDBOOK

The coloured cells give warnings about the status of rice

HANDBOO K -

The facilitators may introduce these results in the discussion to
adjust the land use planning strategies if one of these indicators turns the cell red, and thus creates possible food security
problems for the village.
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5.

Three dimensional (3D)
model construction

5.1
The advantages of the 3D model

IN A NUTSHELL

Enhanced participation
The 3D model is used to enhance the entire PLUP process
from boundary delineation to networking and extension
activities.
The level of participation is enhanced because villagers
are able to visualise and identify with the “real” and “toscale” situation displayed on the model.
Zones, e.g., grazing and forest protection zones, which
cross-cut village boundaries can be discussed between
village representatives easily.

Compatible with other tools and methods
Information on the 3D map can be transposed to GIS digital maps and used interactively for discussion with district
staff and villagers.
The 3D model can be used in combination with prints of
satellite images and topographic maps for discussions
with villagers.
The 3D maps are can be transported in vehicles or on motor bikes and/or can be hand-carried by villagers from village to village.

A three dimensional (3D) model provides a good support for participatory
mapping. Built to scale, it reproduces
the topographic features of the landscape. Constructed simply of cardboard
and plaster materials in only one day,
its main advantages are that it can be
easily understood by everyone, used in
many different ways, and is highly interactive. During two dimensional participatory planning, some people found
it difficult to find their location on the
map and so remained passive. However
these same people were empowered by
the 3D model and became active participants in the planning process.

Easy for the villagers to build
and to manipulate
With the help of the facilitators, villagers are able to build
the 3D model themselves using inexpensive materials:
cardboard, plaster bandage strips, etc.; see cost estimation in Toolbox 1.
Villagers readily recognise the topographic features and
are able to add information to the model with the help of
a facilitator.
Villagers use coloured pins and string to define and make
changes to boundary lines or land use zones.

Provides a permanent object
kept as a reference point in the village
Models can be built for work at different levels, kumban
or village
It is a permanent object which can be kept at the village or
kumban office for on-going activities.
After all the steps are completed the boundaries, land use
zones and other features can be painted on the 3D model
as a permanent record of decisions and any changes can
be recorded by repainting different areas.

F or more information
PLUP Toolbox 4:
Constructing a 3D model

5.

Three dimensional (3D)
model construction

Table 6: Materials for the 3D model
CONSUMABLES
Materials and
Equipment

Quantity

Characteristics

1

Size: 1m x 1m

Cardboard

As much as is
needed to reflect
contour lines in
the topographic
map

Size 1 x 1 m

Carbon paper

≈10 sheets
(enough for 1 m2)

thickness 0.5 or 0.7
mm

Sticky tape

6 rolls
(enou gh for 1 m2)

Glue

3 bottles

Plaster bandage
strips

4 rolls

Pins

Around 50

1 litre bottles

HANDBOOK

Topographic map
with contour lines
roads, and rivers.

Three dimensional (3D) model construction
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

The materials necessary for constructing the 3D model are
summarized in the following table (See Toolbox 1 for an estimation of costs and Toolbox 4 for a illustrated introduction to
3D model construction).

HANDBOO K -

5.2
MATERIALS

REUSABLES
Materials and
Equipment

Quantity

Stanley knife

4

Bowl

2

Characteristics
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Three dimensional (3D)
5. model
construction
5.3
The main steps in
constructing a 3D model
About 20 layers of cardboard are needed to make a 3D model
to display a 40m altitude between contour lines (with a total
altitude difference of 800m). A group of six people can build
this easily in a single day. The construction steps are summarized below.

Step 1: A topographic map is prepared

Prior to building a 3D model, a base map (topographic map) showing the contour lines, rivers
and roads in the area should be generated with
a GIS. If the village boundaries have not yet
been defined, either ask village representatives
to draw the village boundaries on a topographic
map, or deduce the village area from the areas
covered by neighbouring villages.

Step 2: Contour lines are
drawn 	on the cardboard

The cardboard is first cut to the size of the base
map. Then, enough sheets of carbon paper are put
together to cover the base map area (1 x 1m). This
is then put between the printed topographic map
and the cardboard. These three layers are pinned
together to avoid any slippage during the drawing
of the contour lines which are then drawn by using
a pen to trace over the contour line selected on the
topographic map (going from the lowest to highest
altitude) on one cardboard layer after another.

Step 4: The model is completed

The relief model is covered with sticky tape to
even out the surface. Then plaster bandage strips
are laid over the 3D model to cover detailed parts
of the model to create an overall smooth surface.
Once the 3D model is dry, geographic features
such as rivers and roads can be painted on it.

Step 3: Cardboard contour
layers are cut and pasted

The contour layers are then cut out using Stanley knifes and pasted one after another onto the
base board beginning with the lowest altitude
and finishing with the highest altitude.

boundary
6. Village
delineation

Village representatives from all neighbouring villages are invited to participate in a meeting held at a convenient location
to discuss village boundaries. The presence of district authorities is important, especially if there are any pre-existing village
boundary conflicts.

If any conflicting areas are identified, or points where the
boundary line does not follow natural features such as streams,
or mountain peaks and ridges, two knowledgeable villagers are
selected from each village to accompany a team to conduct
ground surveys. Critical points where GPS readings are necessary along the boundary are recorded. The GPS data are imported into the open-source GIS software QGIS (www.qgis.org)
and can also be shown on the 3D model (see Toolbox 6).

The 3D model should be oriented in line with the real village
landscape so that when people point in a particular direction
on the 3D model of the village this direction corresponds to the
direction in the real village landscape.
Villagers agree on the description and naming of the topographic features represented on the model to ensure that they
can establish the correspondence between the modelled and
the real landscapes. The main features (rivers, residential areas, mountain tops, etc.) are labelled on the model in the local
language(s).

The limits of the village are marked on the 3D model using
coloured pins and string. During the delineation process, the
boundaries are described orally to provide the opportunity for
all participants to react and discuss these.

After the village boundaries are delineated on the 3D model,
two other pieces of supporting evidence are used to capture
the same information.
Map into QGIS
A photograph of the 3D model on which string delineates the
village boundary is taken and uploaded in QGIS software, and
the village boundaries are digitized on-screen. The GPS points
are also shown on the resulting map.
Narrative for final agreement
The villagers are asked to describe the boundary (e.g. from this
mountain to that river, etc.). This written description is then
included in the PLUP agreement and read out loud by VLMC
members to all villagers during the closing meeting.

The village boundaries are delineated
on the 3D model and a written description of the boundaries is recorded,
describing the geographic features of
the 3D model. Representatives of the
neighbouring villages are invited to discuss the village boundaries and resolve
potential land conflicts.

HANDBOOK

6.2
Delineation of village boundaries

6.4
Description of village boundaries

IN A NUTSHELL

VILLAGE BOUNDARY DELINEATION
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

6.3
Collection of GPS points

HANDBOO K -

6.1
Documentation of the 3D model
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7.

Land
zoning

7.1
The art of land zoning
In most reference texts available on land zoning in Lao PDR
and elsewhere, there is the assumption that once a dataset
that includes the current land use map, satellite images and
socio-economic data (including data from household surveys,
problem census, etc.) has been assembled, then the process of
land zoning is clearly understood by the participants. With the
help of district officials, the local community would be able to
delineate zones corresponding to their needs and expectations.
But looking more closely at this critical stage of land use planning, Lestrelin et al., (2011)1 showed that:
either district officials imposed their views on villagers

who had no real understanding of the whole land zoning
process (This was especially true at the beginning of LUP/
LA in the mid-1990s when the 3-Plots Policy was somehow imposed on villagers),
or villagers were left free to plan their own land use and
who most of the time reported their “current land use”
by exaggerating the area under agriculture and rotational
crops to such an extent that it was in excess of the area
that could be realistically cropped with the available village labour force under the existing cropping systems.

tools proposed make it possible for all participants to see the
consequences of their land zoning decisions in terms of economic development and environmental conservation. They also
help VLMC members in managing the trade-offs between conservation and development objectives. Participants understand
the consequences of alternative landscape patterns thanks to
training based on the ‘PLUP Fiction’ role play.
Zones are directly delineated on the 3D model with pins and
coloured string just as for the village boundary delineation. A
specific colour is used for each land use type as shown in Table 6.
Table 7: Responsibilities within the VLMC
STRING
COLOUR

LAND
USE

IN A NUTSHELL
Be it art or science, zoning is core to
land use planning. Zones are delineated on the 3D model to represent the
spatial distribution of planned land use
types in the village landscape. Guided
by a continuous feedback provided by
a computer-based impact assessment,
land use plans are designed successively until all the VLMC members are
satisfied. The iterative zoning process
is facilitated by the use of GIS software
and an Excel based tool (see Toolboxes
5 and 6).

Conservation forest
Protection forest
Production forest
Rotational area
Permanent crops area
Grass Lands
Improved pasture
Sacred forest
Village
Plantation

The PLUP approach proposed aims at rationalizing the negotiations between the different participants and stakeholder
groups that take place during the land zoning process. The

Lestrelin G., Bourgoin J., Bouahom B., Castella J.C. (2011) Measuring participation: Case studies on village land use planning in northern Lao PDR. Applied
Geography 31: 950-958.
1

Reserve

F or more information
A zone represents a portion of the village territory that has or
will have the same use. A zone is therefore an homogenous
area with few physical differences.

PLUP Toolbox 5:
Scenario analyses with the Excel spreadsheet

7.

Land
zoning

A photograph of the 3D model with the current land use zones
is then captured in QGIS and digitized on-screen (see Toolbox
6). The areas of each of the land use zones are then computed
by GIS software and input into the Excel spreadsheet for the
calculation of the output parameters (i.e. average income for
different household types, labour requirement, livestock carrying capacity, etc.). These results open space for negotiation
on improving land zoning, taking into account the expected
changes in population and socio-economic context in the next
10 years.

7.3
Negotiating land use plans

As in ‘PLUP Fiction’, an Excel spreadsheet is used to quickly
calculate the outputs of each scenario. Input data in the first
spreadsheet are the same as those in ‘PLUP Fiction’ except
for the labour force available in the village obtained from the
household survey.
For each scenario input data are:
Area in ha under each land use type
Livestock access to land use type (1) or not (0).
Percentage of land that is really used given the topographic constraints (rocks, steep slopes, etc.) especially
for rotational crops, permanent crops and grasslands.
VLMC members and facilitators together discuss the outputs of
the land use plan and search for ways to improve the results
in the next round of zoning. The facilitators record the changes
made after each round.
Facilitators may also suggest various land management options that VLMC members may not have thought of, such as
innovative land use systems (e.g. improved fallow techniques,
conservation agriculture, agro-forestry) or environmental protection measures such as:

Homogenous land use zones are delineated on the 3D
Joining patches of protected forest in order to create eco-

logical corridors,
Creating protection forest buffers along the rivers to pre-

vent soil erosion and silting,
Delineating conservation forests around residential areas

to create a better living environment.

After delineating the current land use map, it is necessary to spend time with VLMC members in reconciling
data from different sources (e.g. household surveys,
map and satellite image). It is important to make sure
the knowledge base is coherent and consistent before
engaging in the first round of land zoning.
At this stage it is important to check the data provided
by villagers on fallow durations, numbers of plots, plot
sizes, labour force available in the village, livestock
numbers, etc.
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model using pins and coloured strings,
A photograph of the 3D model is taken and uploaded on
QGIS software.
Land use zones are digitalized on-screen with QGIS.
Areas of different land use zones are computed with QGIS
and input into the Excel spreadsheet.

The experience repeatedly gained in several villages
was that villagers systematically over-represented
their current land use on the 3D model while underestimating the number of their fields and cropping areas in individual interviews. As a result, there is often
a discrepancy for the same type of land use between
those areas declared by an individual and those
mapped collectively by the villagers. The facilitators
used this problem to show villagers the importance of
reliable data. The limited village labour force available
made it impossible, under the current cropping practices, to exploit the large area delineated as agricultural land. VLMC members then often acknowledged
that the number of plots declared by each household
had been under-estimated to escape taxes, the plots
were larger than the one-hectare plots usually declared and the fallow period was longer than the ‘official’ three year period. Then they agreed to revise the
initial household data to get figures closer to the reality, which allowed the group to engage in a more realistic land zoning process. As a result, the plan gradually became more realistic in terms of labour force
required and size of the village herds of livestock.

HANDBOOK

As for ‘PLUP Fiction’, successive iterations of land zoning are
made through a collective negotiation process until a final Land
Use Plan is agreed upon. During each round:

given to the VLMC members.

Land zoning
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

VLMC members are first asked to map their current village land
use on the 3D model. Once all plots are delineated, a high resolution satellite image (ALOS 2009 in our case) is projected onto
the 3D model to check and adjust the current land use zones.

Socio-economic and environmental output values are

HANDBOO K -

7.2
Current land use

TIP

7.

Land
zoning

During the zoning process, evening meetings can be organized
with village authorities or a larger village community if VLMC
members feel that such consultations are necessary. The negotiation process continues until a final Land Use Plan is agreed upon by
everybody. The process usually ends after 3 or 4 iterations.

7.4
Post-zoning treatments

Digitized PLUP map
A photograph of the final land use plan is
uploaded in QGIS and digitized on-screen. In
the legend the number of hectares of each
land use is indicated. This map is also used
as the legend for the 3D model.

The land use plan is mapped in three different ways: on a 3D
model to be kept in the village meeting room, a digital map
generated with QGIS software for the final PLUP agreement
and on a wooden board posted at the village entrance.

Painting of the 3D model
After reaching an agreement on the land use
plan, the 3D model is painted by the facilitators. Zone boundaries delineated by the pins
and coloured strings are drawn in ink with a
pen. Then, each area is coloured with water
paint to match the particular land use type.
Some colour mixing should be made in order to get the same colours as those in the
maps generated with the GIS software. A
paper with the legend of the land use plan,
including the areas of the different land use
types, is nailed onto the 3D model (see next
section).

7.

Land
zoning

the wooden board

F or more information
PLUP Toolbox 6:

HANDBOOK

The wooden board is posted at the village
entrance. In this way all villagers and outsiders can access the information on the village
land use plan.

Land zoning
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

The digital map is projected using a video
projector onto the wooden board and its main
features are drawn in with a pencil. Then the
wooden board is painted with oil paint. The
facilitator/painter uses the same set of colours as used for the 3D model and digital map.

HANDBOO K -

Painting the wooden board

Land Use Planning with QGIS
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8.

Village
action plan

8.1
What is the village action plan?

8.2
Methods

The Village Action Plan is a sub-product of PLUP whereby the
villagers commit to the implementation of a number of concrete
activities (e.g. fencing livestock areas, developing tree plantations in identified areas) with the support of extension agents
and development projects. Even though the land use plans are
conceived as spatial representations of villagers’ ambitions for
the future development of their village, previous research has
shown that villagers were often unable to implement the plans
(for technical and/or financial reasons). Follow-up extension
activities are essential to overcome local shortcomings in the
implementation of the land use plans.

The Village Action Plan is created after the land zoning process
together with the preparation of forest and agricultural land
management plans. Socio-economic data, land use maps, and
results of the problem census are used by DAFO extension staff
to suggest a range of activities that are both relevant to the
local problems and feasible in terms of the resources available
at the district level (i.e. DAFO with support from development
projects).

Extension activities are expected to have a greater impact
when embedded in a PLUP, as not only are they are fully endorsed by the local community, but they also respond to local
demands and are integrated in a spatially explicit development
planning process. The Village Action Plan is therefore a way to
match the development projects’ “supply” for technical innovations and the villagers’ “demand” for agricultural extension
support. The Village Action Plan is the point where the technical knowledge and inputs that projects bring to the villages
(supply side) in response to a participatory problem census and
need assessment process (demand side) meet.

IN A NUTSHELL
The village action plan translates
the land use plan into concrete
extension activities that must be
implemented to reach the goals
collectively negotiated within the
PLUP time frame.

Those VLMC members, who participated in planning the future land use of their village during the PLUP process, discuss
concrete development activities that would help to implement
the land use plan over the next ten years. The facilitator who
is also a member of the DAFO extension staff review each
land use type and the corresponding plots on the village 3D
model, inviting the participants to propose relevant activities
to convert their land use plan into actions. The technical staff
can also propose activities that may be unknown to villagers,
provided that those activities help to overcome the problems
identified during the Problem Census Session.
The facilitator’s role is to ease the discussions between villagers and district technical staff and to mobilize the knowledge of
village issues gained through the diagnostic phase to suggest
locally appropriate solutions. For each activity, possible support
from DAFO or other projects are discussed. At the end of the
session a common agreement is reached regarding the priority
activities for the first years of the land use plan. Whenever necessary, the facilitator may design certain participants to take
charge of follow-up activities.

8.

Village
action plan

An innovative way to respond
to villagers’ demands
The extension activities are collectively defined after a 5-day diagnostic and planning process which allows extension staff to
better understand the local issues. Alternative scenarios are envisioned by the local community to overcome the problems collectively identified. Thus the extension staff are in a position to
accompany the local community along the development pathway
they have decided by themselves. This process avoids proposing
technical options that may be irrelevant to local circumstances.

A Village Action Plan committing the village communities and
DAFO staff to go beyond individual projects can play a role in
integrating development activities with the multiple projects
that support DAFO. The impact of development interventions is
increased when village communities follow their own planned
development pathways in addressing the village priority issues.
It is important to involve both villagers and extension agents in
the monitoring of the land use plan (including Village Action
Plan) to ensure that the agreements made during the planning
sessions are effectively translated into concrete actions.

locally appropriate solutions. For each activity, possible support
- In Houay Kou village, one of the limitfrom DAFO or other projects are discussed. At the end of the
ing factors of agricultural intensification
session a common agreement is reached regarding the priority
is the water supply. The existing water
activities for the first years of the land use plan. Whenever necsystem is defective and there is not
essary, the facilitator may design certain participants to take
enough water for gardening and for livecharge of follow-up activities.

EXAMPLE

over a long period, i.e. more than 10
years).
Therefore
villagers
askedvillagsupThe facilitator’s role
is to ease
the discussions
between
port
from
Agrisud
to
construct
stronger
ers and district technical staff and to mobilize the knowledge of
fences
fromthe
barbed
wire.phase to suggest
village issues gained
through
diagnostic

stock. In the present situation, the most
urgent activity for the village would be to
improve the water supply system to unlock other development activities.
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Integration of Land Use Planning
and extension activities
Since the Village Action Plan is a demand-driven extension process not all activities proposed can be addressed by a single
project. In each village, the facilitators systematically review
the activities proposed to define which are manageable by villagers using their own resources, which can be addressed by
existing projects within a reasonable timeframe and finally,
which have to be postponed due to limited resources. The latter activities can be reactivated at any time when a new project
comes to respond to the development issues identified by the
villagers themselves. Ideally, a consortium of development projects would be coordinated by DAFO staff to tackle the issues
defined and prioritized by the villagers themselves.

ture land use of their village during the PLUP process, discuss
In Nam
Xoy village,
the help
villagers
wished
concrete development
activities
that would
to implement
to
grow
broom
grass
in
an
area
they
had
the land use plan over the next ten years. The facilitator who
for permanent
duringeach
the
is also a memberplanned
of the DAFO
extension crops
staff review
zoning
process.
However
without
fencland use type and the corresponding plots on the village 3D
broom grass
may relevant
be damaged
by
model, inviting theing,
participants
to propose
activities
large
ruminants,
and
bamboo
fences
to convert their land use plan into actions. The technical staff
are not strong
enough
to prevent
these
can also propose activities
that may
be unknown
to villagers,
animals
from
destroying
the
crops
after
provided that those activities help to overcome the problems
some
years
(broom
grass is harvested
identified during the
Problem
Census
Session.

Village action plan
Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

Preliminary lessons can be drawn from these first villages in
Viengkham District where the village action plans where collectively designed.

Village Action Plan as catalyst
of a Land Use Plan
The Village Action Plan is an essential component of the PLUP
as the activities proposed are expected to engage local communities in implementing their land use plan. It is therefore
important (i) to allocate sufficient time in order to formulate
the Village Action Plan and (ii) to involve the same group of
villagers who participated in the land use zoning process in the
follow-up extension activities. But in addition to the involvement of the VLMC members it is important to provide time and
space for broader village consultations involving all the households and relevant projects.

HANDBOO K -

8.3
Some lessons from
Viengkham District

of
9. Preparation
the PLUP agreement
The steps for the PLUP Agreement document and its acceptance by district authorities follow:

9.1
Village boundary agreement
During land delineation, the authorities of the target village
and neighbouring villages (at least two people per village) are
invited to describe the boundary as a narrative and as a polygon on the 3D model.
GPS points that have been taken are added to the description.
The agreements on GPS points previously signed by surveyors
from the two neighbouring villages when any GPS point is
taken, are signed and stamped by the village heads of the two
villages and then added to the village boundary agreement.
Once the boundary agreement is finalized, it is signed and
stamped by the authorities of the neighbouring villages. Copies
of the village boundary agreement are given to the neighbouring villages’ authorities.

9.2
Composition of the Village
Land Management Committee
The 12 members of the Village Land Management Committee
(VLMC) selected during the PLUP opening meeting are given
the specific responsibilities as follows:
Table 8: Responsibilities within the VLMC
Materials and Equipment

Quantity

Village agricultural land management

3

Village forest land management

3

Investigating and sanctioning deviant
behaviour, and solving disputes with
neighbouring villages

6

The assignment of these responsibilities to different VLMC
members should be carefully negotiated to ensure that those
members are fully aware of their rights and responsibilities of
their new position. All VLMC members should endorse the decisions before endorsement by the whole village community
during the closing meeting, and then made official in the VLMC
Agreement signed by the District Governor.

9.3
Land use zone description
Road
Boundary
River
Mountain

All land use plots of the final Land Use Plan are described in
the PLUP agreement as a narrative just as that for the village
boundary. This plot description can also be used for communal land registration. In addition, a table summarizes the main
features of the land use plan by listing the land use types (land
use type, and plot numbers, areas and locations) found in the

of
9. Preparation
the PLUP agreement

“The agricultural land and forest management and use agreement is prepared to capture and elaborate the details of the land management plans for
the various land use zones. Land and
forest agreements, prepared in consultation with village authorities and villagers, are tools to help villagers manage
and utilize village forest and agricultural
land in accordance with the GOL policy
and the requirements of the villagers.
The rights, roles and responsibilities of
village authorities and villagers in forest and agricultural land utilization and
protection are elaborated. The conditions and rules vary between villages
depending on the types of forest and agricultural land present in the village and
the uses of each type of forest or land.”
(MAF-NLMA, 2009)

village. This information is generated with GIS software (see
PLUP Toolbox 6). The following table gives an illustration:

9.4
Land use management rules

Table 9: Land use zone description table
for Houaythong village

To design the land and forest management and use agreement
the following steps are undertaken (adapted from MAF-NLMA,
2009):

No Land use type

No.
of
plots Location

Conservation
forest

2

3

Improved pasture

4

Plot Total
area area
(ha) (ha)

Khiewtalongkaen

90.51

Houaytong Yong

74.66

1

Sanam Houayka

122.54 122.54

Livestock area

1

Banheuakhamphan

552.10 552.10

5

Permanent crops

1

Tinphoukouaneng

27.62

27.62

6

Plantation

3

Houaymong Ya

69.95

312.22

1
2

7

Tinsanphousakxong 7.97

8

Sanphoulypao

234.30

Phou Nangkhouay

67.95

Khet Omban

283.30

9

Production forest

2

10
11

Pomlypao

50.33

12

Protection forest

6

Khet Houabantai

14.91

13

Houaykou &
Houaykhang

145.30

14

Hiouayphae

39.26

15

Houaythong

61.03

16

Houayka
& Houay Ngou

144.19

165.17

351.25

455.01

17 Reserve land

1

Khemhouayka

251.78 251.78

18 Rotational crops

3

Phoukhout

510.62 1577.08

19

Phoutiala

370.23

20

Vang Ngeuak &
Houay Ngou

696.23

Khetbannoy

3.24

Khetban Yai

9.10

21 Village area
22

2

Discuss existing village land and forest use rules and agreements with the VLMC.
Discuss the rules and agreements that should apply to each
land use zone.
Prepare a first draft of the agreement which specifies the conditions and rules for each of the forest-land use zones and other areas. The agreement covers activities allowed/permitted or
not permitted in each land use zone. The sanctions for breaches of the conditions and rules for each zone are specified. A
template agreement from the PLUP manual (MAF-NLMA, 2009)
is usually used.
Present the draft agreement and the land use zoning map to a
general village meeting. The villagers are invited to attend the
meeting prepared and organised by the VLMC to hear, review,
improve/adjust and agree on all the conditions for each land
use zone described in the village agreement.

HANDBOO K - Preparation Participatory
of the PLUP agreement
Land Use Planning (PLUP) HANDBOOK
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of
9. Preparation
the PLUP agreement
9.5
Integration of individual documents
into the overall PLUP Agreement
All intermediary documents, i.e. village boundary agreement,
VLMC composition, land use zone description, land management rules and the map of the final land use plan (the digital
version produced with QGIS) are compiled in a single document. This official agreement is endorsed by the village community and authorities during the closing meeting of PLUP (see
next section). Seven original copies of the document are then
signed and stamped by the village head, the DAFO director, the
District Land Management Authority (DLMA) director and the
District Governor. Then the signed copies are distributed to the
various parties: village, kumban, DAFO, DLMA, District Governor’s Office, NAFRI and supporting international projects.

The closing village meeting features presentations made by
VLMC members to village households and district authorities.
With the help of the painted 3D model, the village boundary
is explained, land use zones are described, and land management rules specific to each land use type are pointed out in the
map. The land use plan is presented as the result of the villagers’ (VLMC members’) work with the help of the facilitators. To
close the meeting, the facilitators officially hand over the 3D
model to the village head. Kept in the village meeting room,
this 3D model becomes a common reference for the village
community. Our experience shows that the 3D model makes it
much easier for villagers to understand the plan and locate the
zones than to do so using the map on the wooden board.
After a period of intensive work, lively discussions and trust
building, the PLUP week and village closing meeting usually
ends in a party bringing together all villagers and district staff
implementing PLUP.

10. FINAL
MEETING

After a period of intensive work, lively discussions and trust
building, the PLUP week and village closing meeting usually
ends in a party bringing together all villagers and district staff
implementing PLUP.

IN A NUTSHELL
At the end of the intensive PLUP week,
a village meeting gathering together
the entire village community allows
VLMC members to present the process they went through and the decisions made so that these can be fully
endorsed by the village.

HANDBOO K - FINAL MEETINGParticipatory Land Use Planning (PLUP) HANDBOOK

The closing village meeting features presentations made by
VLMC members to village households and district authorities.
With the help of the painted 3D model, the village boundary
is explained, land use zones are described, and land management rules specific to each land use type are pointed out in the
map. The land use plan is presented as the result of the villagers’ (VLMC members’) work with the help of the facilitators. To
close the meeting, the facilitators officially hand over the 3D
model to the village head. Kept in the village meeting room,
this 3D model becomes a common reference for the village
community. Our experience shows that the 3D model makes it
much easier for villagers to understand the plan and locate the
zones than to do so using the map on the wooden board.
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Data compilation,
11. synthesis
and storage
11.1
What is a village monograph?

The main users of the monographs are therefore district staff and
development project staff.The charts, diagrams, and tables used in

The objective of a village monograph is the compilation of all
the useful village information generated during the participatory land use planning process in an accessible format. A village
monograph presents a complete overview of the village (describing its livelihood system, history, problems, etc.) from the villagers own perspective. This knowledge is useful during the PLUP
process and is also relevant to further development activities and
monitoring. However, preliminary diagnostic studies have shown
that in all villages where PLUP has been conducted, this information is usually lost after the process has ended with only the
PLUP agreement and maps remaining, but not everywhere.

the monographs: i.e. calculations, data sources, etc. are explained

The data and information compiled in the village monograph are
those collectively generated by the villagers during the PLUP process since the monograph is developed at the same time in order
to manage and store the relevant knowledge. In addition to guiding
villagers through the land zoning process, this village information
is needed by projects for the selection of target villages, an understanding of the village issues and on-going changes, and for
designing relevant action plans. Additionally the village information provided by monographs can be used by district authorities for
planning purposes.

Our monograph is a document of four pages. An example follows:

below. Although most of the information is collected during the
PLUP process reference values at the district level for comparisons between target village averages and district averages are
obtained from various other sources (e.g. project surveys, district
statistics).

11.2
Content of our monograph

IN A NUTSHELL
After the field work, the facilitators
compile all the data collected. The
form chosen is a monograph in which
all the main results are clearly presented.

compilation,
11.Data
synthesis and storage

The first page is a quick introduction to
the village showing key indicators.
Population: number of inhabitants,

sex ratio, ethnicity, density, age
pyramid,
Location: access (road/river), dis-

tance and travel time to the district
capital, geographic coordinates and
map location,
Livelihood

indicators:

electricity

source, water supply, school,
Village history: population dynam-

ics, changes in farming system, infrastructure at different periods

The chart compares the index values of five indicators for the target village and
the district average:
Rice sufficiency

Literacy

Off-farm activities

Population

Wealth

For each indicator, the index value always varies from 0 to 1.

HANDBOO K - Data compilation,
synthesis and storage: the village monograph
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compilation,
11.Data
synthesis and storage
SECOND page
The first page is a quick introduction to
the village showing key indicators.
School enrolment rates for males

and females in the village
Households assets: house types,

percentage of households owning
assets in comparison with the district average
Off-farm activities: percentage of

village households practising off
farm activities, percentage of villagers whose source of main income is
from off-farm activities, percentage
of households practising at least
one off-farm activity, percentage of
households collecting NTFPs.

The author of the monograph may add photographs of the village infrastructure
(e.g. school, houses, irrigation systems), livelihood systems and the natural environment.

compilation,
11.Data
synthesis and storage

The third page introduces the current
land use and farming system:
Cropping systems: rotational and

permanent agricultural land per
household
Current village land use map made
from mapping on the village 3D
model, then computed with QGIS
Percentage of income generated by
different farming activities in the
livelihood portfolio: e.g. crops, livestock, NTFP collection
Historical changes in the number of
livestock
Comparison of the average livestock
capital for three household wealth
categories: rich, medium, poor.

HANDBOO K - Data compilation,
synthesis and storage: the village monograph
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compilation,
11.Data
synthesis and storage
FOURTH page
The fourth page summarizes villagers’ perspectives of the problems faced, and the
land use plan and actions they propose to
overcome these problems.
The problem census. The problems

are ranked according to the priorities
set by separate groups of women
and men. The causes, impacts and
proposed solutions are described.
The land use planning map showing
the area in hectares of each land
use type and explanations by VLMC
members about the decisions made
and underlying objectives of the final land zoning.
The village action plan: for each
land use (using the same colour
code as used in the land use plan),
the activities planned and the extension support needed.

compilation,
11.Data
synthesis and storage
11.3
How to build a village monograph
Firstly, the household survey data are entered in the first sheet
of the Excel file (see PLUP Toolbox 7).

IN A NUTSHELL

F or more information

During the field work, all data collected are compiled in an Excel spreadsheet. This file is used to generate
the indicator values and illustrations
needed for the monograph to be written in both Lao and English.

PLUP Toolbox 7:
Synthesizing PLUP knowledge in a village monograph

Secondly, the data on population growth, village history and
problem census are input in the appropriate spreadsheet in
both Lao and English.

Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

Thirdly, PLUP data is copied and pasted in the corresponding
spreadsheet of this Excel file. Finally, the sheet that refers to
the village action plan (VAP) is completed in both Lao and English.

HANDBOOK

This file automatically generates the charts and tables needed
for exported to the monograph file. To complete each page of
the Publisher file (as presented above), the user copies and
pastes the items from the appropriate Excel file sheet. The user
then adds comments and photographs, and if necessary rearranges the items in the Publisher file. As already mentioned,
the same Excel file is used to create the monographs in both
English and Lao in the separate Excel file spreadsheets.

Cutting and pasting from the Excel file spreadsheet to the Publisher template file
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for communal
12. Proposal
land registration
Land allocation is the next logical step after land use planning
as described in the PLUP manual (MAF-NLMA, 2009). Securing
land tenure is an important step towards sustainable natural
resource management in the uplands of Lao PDR.

12.1
Constraints on land registration
The District Land Management Authority (DLMA) of Viengkham
is the only agency authorized to proceed with land registration and to deliver land titles after PLUP. At the time of writing
this handbook, Viengkham DLMA has not yet registered any
land. Limited expertise and resources have been a recurring
constraint on land allocation. With the advent of new projects,
the systematic land use planning and land allocation of all
villages in Viengkham District as planned by DLMA for 2011,
many methodological and practical questions will be raised.

12.2
Towards a ‘nested-land
registration system’
To prevent the risks of land grabbing by external investors, a
nested-land registration system is proposed. The system consists of registering all plots delineated during the land zoning
process as communal land using the form proposed in the
following pages. The different zones would be officially recognized as managed by the village under the authority of the
VLMC and village head. The land management rules and grievance mechanisms would be those described in both the PLUP
Agreement and in the Communal Land Registration form.
Individual households willing to register individual land would
then have to show that:
the plot is cropped permanently (in accordance with the

Suggestions for the implementation of land registration based
on our PLUP experience in Viengkham District are as follows.

Land Law),
it belongs to the village territory, and
it is used in accordance with the Land Management Rules

Main constraints faced by villagers in individual land registration are:

of the particular land use zone as defined in the PLUP
Agreement.

(i) most subsistence farmers cannot afford to pay the cost
of individual plot registration, and

As a result, in addition to avoiding land grabbing by external
stakeholders, land registration would become one more incentive for households to comply with the land use plan in addition
to the village action plan.

(ii) certain current land use types are not eligible for land
titling such as land under rotational crops. Land use of
this type represents most of the area classified as agricultural land while paddy land is very limited in Viengkham District as in many other upland areas of northern
Lao PDR.

We hope these suggestions can be discussed with other practitioners and relevant agencies so that clear guidelines related
to land registration can be provided to the district staff and
village communities.

Communal Land Registration Form
Village:

Bouammi

Parcel code:

BM_PF_07

Muangmuay

Name:

Khet Huay Somphoung

District:

Viengkham

Area:

80 ha

Province:

Luang Prabang

Land use:

Village use forest

1. Legal provisions
Village land use zoning and land management planning has been completed in Bouammi village by DAFO and DLMA in October 2010. Communal Land Registration can therefore be undertaken in accordance with Article 15 of Decree No.88/PM, June 2008.
Ministerial Instruction 564/NLMA, August 2007 provides reference for the issue of a Community Land Title (Bai Ta Din Luam Moo) in rural villages. Collective land means: “land
belonging to co-operatives, collective organisations, village lands collectively used by
groups of people or ethnic groups in a village”. Collective lands include village use
forest (pa som sai khong ban).
Instructions on the use of new formats for land titles and registration books are provided
in Instruction No. 1668/NLMA.CAB, of 29th April 2008.
2. Land management rules
Sustainable harvesting of timber and non timber forest products for domestic use
3. Land use regulations
Several regulations are associated with this plot. The people in the village have equal
rights and obligations in the management and use of the forest based on the real situation of each family, and all villagers must participate in sustainable forest management,
as described below:
a. Cutting of prohibited and managed tree species as stipulated by the Government is prohibited.
b. Villagers are permitted to collect NTFPs, such as vegetables, bamboo
shoots, bamboo and firewood in the village use and management forest, for
their daily domestic use. People from other villages wishing to collect
NTFPs must seek approval from the Land and Forest Management Committee.
c. Villagers who need wood for house construction must submit a request to
the Village Authority. The Village Head will approve the request and seek
authorization from DAFO.
d. Burning of forest along streams, regenerated forest and grasslands is not
permitted in order to avoid forest fires.
e. Slashing and burning of forests by individuals or families without prior
permission from the Village Land and Forest Management or Village Authority is not permitted. A fine will be imposed on offenders in accordance

HANDBOO K - Proposal forParticipatory
communal land registration
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Kumban:

with the laws and regulations.
4. Parcel boundary description
Starting from the foot of Kiopheung Mountain, down along its crest to the source of the
Ngeuaklaid Stream, then, down along the Ngeuaklaid Stream to the Namxeaung River, and
up along the Namxeuang River to the source of the Somphoung Stream, straight across the
road, then along the road up to the Vang Ngarre River straight to back to the Namxeuang
River, across the Namxeuang River and along the Somphoung Stream up to the boundary of
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the protection forest zone.

13. PLUP
Monitoring
Monitoring is an essential component of any planning and development intervention. It provides the insight necessary to draw
lessons from past experiences, identify what went wrong or well
and why, and so to adapt existing plans and decisions accordingly, and improve planning approaches and future interventions.
With regard to PLUP, two important dimensions should be considered for monitoring: (i) the implementation process itself and
(ii) local accountability and capacity vis-à-vis agreements signed
and the implementation of Village Action Plans.

13.1
The planning process
As emphasized in the PLUP manual and throughout this Handbook, enhanced public participation is crucial to the success of
land use planning. On the one hand, it can generate important
functional gains in terms of more legitimate decisions, wider
public support and facilitated implementation of the plans. On
the other hand, it carries also important ethical concerns in
terms of equity and the right to self-determination. Thus, enhanced participation to planning is likely to engender a more
sustainable development process.
Assessments of community participation in PLUP implementation should be undertaken in order to feed an adaptive learning
process. At the level of individuals, assessment of community
participation can focus on three main variables: (i) presence and
influence during different stages of the planning process, (ii) ability to voice questions, aspirations and concerns, and (iii) understanding of the planning process, its objectives and outcomes. At
the level of the community, participation should also be assessed
in terms of the diversity of actors involved in the planning process (i.e. gender, ethnic and generational balance, social status).

In the context of the NAFRI-IRD-CIFOR project, a simple quantitative approach was developed based on questionnaire surveys
in study villages having undergone PLUP or LUPLA. The following extract describes the method employed:
“Four key indicators were derived from questionnaire surveys of a random sample of 15–30
individuals in each study village. The first of
these indicators, called presence, accounts for
the physical attendance of individuals in different activities that constitute the village LUP process. Activities were attributed different values
on the basis of (our perception of) their potential
to bring about participation. This allowed us to
derive scores valuing the level of presence of
individuals during the LUP process. The second
indicator, referred to as voice, relates to the
types of verbal interventions made by individuals
during LUP meetings and group discussions; that
is, a simple request for clarification is attributed
a value of 1, a demand for modification of the
plan has a value of 2 and a direct critique has
a value of 3. This scoring system enabled us to
assess individuals’ contributions to discussions
about village LUP. The third indicator measured
individuals’ level of understanding of the objectives of village LUP. We asked interviewees to
offer two main objectives of village LUP; understanding levels were then derived on the basis of
the correspondence between perceived and official objectives – a value of 2 for key objectives
explicitly mentioned in village LUP manuals (e.g.
“to limit deforestation”, “to clarify land tenure”)

13. PLUP
Monitoring

Although the above study remained limited to inter-individual
differences in terms of social status (simple citizens versus. local elites), combining the method with data on gender, age,
ethnicity, wealth, etc. of each individual interviewed can provide information on the average participation levels of a variety
of social actors and thereby allows characterizing community
participation in more detail. In turn, this assessment can provide useful indications for identifying shortcomings in the planning process, refining the methods and tools used, and, potentially, targeting facilitation efforts towards the participation of
under-represented social groups.

13.2
Local accountability and capacity
With a view to the long-term, monitoring efforts should also
consider local compliance with agreements on village boundaries, land zoning and land use regulations. As stipulated in the
PLUP agreement, the VLMC is the primary body responsible for
recording all cases of land mismanagement, mediating land
conflicts, filing charges against offenders and, potentially, communicating to the district authorities for conflict resolution…

Lestrelin, G., Bourgoin, J., Bouahom, B., Castella, J-C. (2011). Measuring participation: Case studies on village land use planning in northern Lao PDR. Applied Geography 31: 950-958.

Going beyond simple recording and sanctioning of deviant behaviour, monitoring must also be employed more positively in
a reflection of the practicability and sustainability of existing
land use plans and agreements. Again, the VLMC plays a key
role in assessing the capacity of villagers to implement Village
Action Plans. VLMC should produce annual reports on local
achievements and challenges. These reports document, for
each land use zone included in the Village Action Plan, existing
shortcomings in local capacity (human, technical and financial)
and extension support). On this basis, it suggests adapted support from extension services.
Keeping the momentum after the initial planning phase until it
is decided to engage in a new PLUP is a real challenge for local
communities in the absence of external incentives. Extension
projects or mechanisms of payment for environmental services,
such as REDD, may provide the necessary support to the VLMC
towards long term monitoring of PLUP and its impacts on landscapes and livelihoods.

HANDBOO K - PLUP Monitoring
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and 1 for more implicit or secondary objectives
(“to reduce poverty”, “to promote tree plantations”). Finally, an overall participation level for
each individual was calculated by summing presence, voice and understanding scores” (Lestrelin
et al. 2011: 953).2

2
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Conclusion

In this Handbook as in the PLUP Manual of

plemented. The carrying out PLUP up to only

MAF-NLMA, the presentation of the PLUP

stage 4 or 5 (or further), as is often mentioned

process as successive steps numbered from

by district staff, has no meaning whatsoever.

1 to 9 or 13 makes it appear as being strictly

PLUP must either completely implemented or

linear. However, the activities are logically

not done at all. Therefore, it is very important

connected with one another other and some

that implementers make sure they have suf-

obviously depend on the results fed in from a

ficient resources to carry out all activities

previous activity. The proposed chronological

with the village community otherwise an

order helps in organizing field activities, but

incomplete process can become a source of

the coherence of the whole process is only

conflicts and/or frustration for all partners.

realised after all the activities have been im-
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Participatory Land Use Planning
(PLUP) Implementation Budget

In order for research and development pro-

The costs are separated into the three cat-

jects to go beyond pilot exercises and engage

egories described below:

in the full implementation of PLUP, a clear
budget showing the costs of materials, equip-

 Materials and consumables,

ment and human resources is required. Costs

 Per diems for district staff and
participants.

per village usually decrease when the equipment is used over large areas and as the expertise of the implementation team improves.

 Equipment (can be used for more
than one village).
Field expenses may be lower in some cases

The cost estimates presented in this docu-

depending on the per diem policy of each pro

ment are those gained from our PLUP imple-

project and on the specifics of each village

mentation experience in Viengkham District

(size, number of neighbouring villages, avail-

in Luang Prabang Province in 2010-2011.

ability of electricity, etc).
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Materials for the
construction of the 3D model (1 m2)

Materials for landscape
simulation and zoning

All prices quoted are in kip and are those prevailing in Luang
Prabang in 2010-2011. These prices and may vary from place
to place.

Consumables

Consumables

No Materials

Quantity

Price/
Unit
Total

Comments

1

Latex glue

3

15,000

45,000 1 kg bottle

2

Plaster
bandage strips

4

30,000

120,000 Available
from
hospitals or
pharmacies large size

3

Sticky (Scotch)
tape

6

20,000

4

Pins

1

20,000

20,000 Small box

5

Coloured paint

1

10,000

10,000 6 colours

6

Topographical
map

1

200,000

7

Cardboard

30

2,000

60,000

8

Carbon paper

1

5,000

5,000

Quantity

Price /
Total
Unit

1

Note book

12

1,000

12,000

2

Pen

12

1,000

12,000

3

A0 paper

20

1,000

20,000

4

Marker pens

6

5,000

5

AA batteries

1

15,000

6

A4 paper and
photocopying
Total

Comments

200,000 Printed on A0
paper

30,000 3 colours

580,000

Small equipment (sufficient for five villages)
No

Materials

Total

1

Small bowl

2

10,000

20,000

2

Large Stanley
knife

2

20,000

40,000

3

Small
Stanley knife

4

13,000

52,000

4

Pen

2

500

5

Ruler

2

10,000

6

Paint brush

8

4,000

Quantity

Quantity

1

50,000 For PLUP
agreements

Wooden
board

1

2

Coloured
paint

5

139,000

Price /
Total
Unit

Comments

1

Calculator

12

15,000

180,000 For VLMC
members

2

Coloured
string

12

10,000

120,000 12 colours

3

Whiteboard

2

50,000

100,000

Total

No Materials

15,000 For a digital
camera

Small equipment (sufficient for ten villages)
No Materials

The final land use plan is painted in colour on a wooden board
and posted either at the village entrance or close to the village
meeting hall. The cost (in kip) of the materials for its preparation is given below:
Consumables

120,000 Large rolls

Total

Price/
Quantity Unit

No Materials

Materials for making the
wooden board for the display
of the land use plan in the village

Price/
Unit
Total
350,000
10,000

Comments

350,000 120cm x150cm
50,000 Small bottles

3

Nails

2

15,000

30,000

4

Paint brushes

2

8,000

16,000

5

Roofing tiles

4

40,000

160,000

Total

606,000

TOOLBO X 1 Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP) Implementation Budget

1. Materials
cosT

400,000 | 40,000 per village

Comments

1,000
20,000 1 metre long
32,000
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Total 165,000 | 33,000 per village

diem for district
2.Per
staff and participants

3.Equipment

Per diem for the PLUP
facilitation team and participants

present during both the village boundary delineation and collection of GPS
points. If no incentives are offered some villages may not be represented
in the meetings leading to complaints about village boundaries after PLUP
has been completed.

4 facilitators: district staff from District Agriculture and For-

estry Offices (DAFO) and District Land Management Authority
(DLMA)
12 members of the Village Land Management Committee
(VLMC)
Representatives from the neighboring villages (to be invited
when the village boundaries have not yet been delineated by
the district authority). Since, in our experience, most target
villages share their borders with about 5-6 villages, we have
based our estimate on six villages giving a maximum of 12 people assuming there are two representatives invited from each
village:
No.of
No Position

kip

Per
people days day

Total

Comments

1

District staff

4

8

70,000 2,240,000 Including
travel days

2

VLMC members

12

6

30,000 2,160,000 Excluding the
meeting
on the last
day

3

Representatives
from
neighboring
villages

12

1

30,000

180,000 Including
travel cost

TOTAL 4,760,000

N.B. Our experience has shown that it is important to provide incentives
to VLMC members in order to ensure that the same people participate in
all of the week’s activities. Otherwise, people constantly come and go from
the meeting room. This disturbs their concentration and causes a loss of
interest, and so limits the value of the initial training. Incentives are also
important to ensure that all representatives of neighbouring villages are

No prices are given in this equipment list because the costs of
the equipment and associated consumables vary greatly depending on the quality.

Per diem for district
authority representatives
Representatives of the district authority (the Office of the Governor, DAFO and DLMA) are invited to attend the opening and
closing village meetings of the PLUP process. Their presence
is essential to make the process official and to ensure the full
commitment of local communities and administrations.
kip
No Materials

No.
DAYS

PER
DAY

Total

List of equipment for
PLUP implementation

No Materials

Price/
Quantity Unit

1

GPS

2

2

Digital
camera

1

3

Laptop
computers

3

4

Projector

1

5

Colour
printer (+ ink)

1

Total Comments

Comments

1

Head of village
cluster

2

70,000

140,000

2

DAFO
representative

2

70,000

140,000

3

DLMA
representative

2

70,000

140,000 Opening and
closing meetings

4

District
Governor’s
Office
representative

2

70,000

140,000

Total 560,000

NB: Costs for the transportation of officials from the district and kumban
are also covered by the project. They vary according to the distances travelled.

Additional equipment required in
villages without an electricity supply
In the event that a village has no electricity supply additional
equipment and consumables are required as shown below:
No Materials

Quantity

1

Generator
(+ petrol
and 4T oil)

1

2

Electrical
cable

30 m

3

Lamps

2

4

Electrical
plugs

2

5

Electricity
stabilizers
- UPS

2

Price/
Unit

Total Comments
1 kW

The costs per village, excluding those for equipment, are summarised in the table below.

No

Item

Cost (kip)

1

Materials for 3D model construction

613,000

2

Materials for land zoning

179,000

3

Materials for wooden board (village land use plan)

606,000

4

Per diem for district staff and participants

5

Per diem for district authority representatives

4,760,000
560,000

TOTAL 6,718,000 kip
Total cost (USD) 840 USD

TOOLBO X 1 Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP) Implementation Budget
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2.
Socio-economic data
and PLUP parameters

I M P O R TA N T
First open the Excel file ‘villagename’_
PLUP and click on the first sheet “parameters”, data must be entered on
this sheet.

One of the most important steps in the PLUP

This toolbox provides insights on how to

process is entering the information gathered

formulate the questions that will elicit the

into a computer. The information must be

most reliable answers.

changed into data before it can be entered -

this process is called parameterisation. The

In order to calculate the impacts of a scenario

data is then used to evaluate the socio-eco-

quickly, an Excel program is used. The results

nomic and environmental impacts of different

are automatically calculated when entering

land use planning scenarios. The parameteri-

the socio-economic data given by the VLMC.

sation is used for both PLUP Fiction and real

land zoning. Data provided by villagers and

This document also explains how

members of the Village Land Management

to enter data in the Excel program

Committee (VLMC) need to be reliable as

‘villagename’_PLUP.

these have a greatly influence on the overall
planning process and its outputs.

TOOLBO X
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All data elicited from the villagers are
entered in an Excel file for an automatic
computation of the results. This makes it
possible for the facilitator to check if the
results calculated by the VLMC members are consistent with those generated by the computer.

labour force calculation

The formulas shown below are those in the Excel spreadsheet which automatically calculate labour
force numbers required in 5 and 10 years’ time:
Cell 3 “parameters” where x = percentage population growth rate
Year 00:
Labour force numbers = 𝛲0 (in the sheet “parameters”: Cell 2)

Year 01:
Labour force numbers = 𝛲1

𝛲𝛲� = 𝛲𝛲� + ( 𝛲𝛲� × 𝜏𝜏 ) = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 )

Year 02:
Labour force numbers = 𝛲2
𝛲𝛲� = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 ) + ( 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 ) × 𝜏𝜏 ) = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 ) × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 ) = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 )�

Year 03:
Labour force numbers = 𝛲3
𝛲𝛲� = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 )�

Year n:
Labour force numbers = 𝛲n

Questions to ask about village land uses
1. For rotational crops in general:
“Which rotational crops do you usually cultivate and which
do you plan to cultivate in the future?” (Enter only the data
for the crops cultivated and for those they plan to cultivate.)
“How many hectares of each crop does one household cultivate on average in one year?” => (Deduce from this information, the percentage of each crop in the rotational crop cultivation area (=> enter in Cell 7 of the Excel spreadsheet).
2. For more information about each rotational crop:
“How many years of fallow are there between each cropping season?” (=> enter in Cell 8)
“How many labour units (man-years) are required to crop
one hectare of each crop per year?” (=> enter in Cell 9.
Write the result of this shown in Cell 9 on a piece
of A0 paper and explain this to the VLMC members.)
“Do you use herbicides on the cultivated plots?” If the answer is “Yes”, ask “How much do you spend for 1hectare?”
(=> enter in Cell 12)
“What is your average yield?” “How much do you get when
you sell 1kg of this crop?” Calculate the income per hectare from these two answers (multiply the yield by the sales
price). (=> enter in Cell 13. Write the result on the piece of
A0 paper, explain how it was calculated).
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𝛲𝛲� = 𝛲𝛲� × ( 1 + 𝜏𝜏 )�

Ask the Village Land Management Committee (VLMC) members the following questions to get the information needed to
fill in all the empty cells of the Excel spreadsheet.

Socio-economic data and PLUP parameters

Cells 1 to 6 must be completed first. To complete Cells 2 to 5, copy and paste the data from the
“PLUP data” spreadsheet in the Excel file “village name” diagnosis. To complete Cell 6 ask “What
is the average price of one kg of rice in the village?”

2.

To complete the “description
of the different rotational
and permanent crops”

TOOLBO X 2

1.

To complete
“general village information”
data in the Excel spreadsheet

2.

To complete the “description
of the different rotational
and permanent crops”

Example calculation of the annual labour
force needed for rotational rice cultivation
In Houay Thong Village, the labour force required per hectare for
the cultivation of rotational rice cultivation is calculated as follows:
If 0.67 labour force units are needed to cultivate 1 hectare of rotational rice and for each 1 hectare of rotational rice, 3 hectares of
fallow are needed, Thus in 1 year, 0.67 labour force units “use” 4
hectares of rotational rice.
Then the annual labour force needed
= 0.167
to cultivate 1 hectare of rotational rice

0.67
3 +1

Excel calculation of the labour force
The formulas in the Excel spreadsheet calculate the labour force
needed for 1 ha/year automatically:
For each rotational crop the following formula is used:
Labour force (1bf)
for 1ha/year

Nb of 1lbf needed to cultivate 1ha
Number of years of fallow + 1

Result in Cell 9 =

Cell 9
Cell 7 + 1

Example calculation of the income per hectare
of rotational rice In Houay Thong Village:
Rice costs about 2,500 kip/kg
The average village yield is about 1,500 kg/ha
Yearly income from one-hectare of rice is 3,750,000 kip
There are three fallow plots for every cultivated plot.
There are two applications of herbicides:
One costing 105,000 kip/ha
One costing 30,000 kip/ha
The total cost for herbicides is 135,000 kip/ha
So the final income from the shifting cultivation of upland rice is:
3,615,000 kip/ha
(3,750,000 – 135,000)

But all the village plots are not under cultivation: for each hectare
cultivated, three hectares are left fallow.
Therefore the income from 1 hectare
of rotational rice is 903,750 kip/ha

3, 615, 000
(3 +1)

Excel calculation of the income
per hectare of rotational rice:
The formulas in the Excel spreadsheet calculate the income per
hectare of rotational rice automatically:
Agricultural income from
1ha of rotational rice

Agricultural income for 1ha cultivated
- herbicide expenses
Total no of fallow plots + 1

Excel calculation of PERCENTAGES OF INCOME FROM
NTFPs
The formulas in the Excel spreadsheet calculate the total income
from the collection of NTFPs automatically :
NTFP income /ha
of rot.rice/year

[Average number of labour forces for 1 hectare of rotational crop
=

Number of labour force for 1 hectare rotational rice
x

percentage of rotational rice in the rotational area
+
Number of labour force for 1 hectare rotational maize
x
percentage of rotational maize in the rotational area
+... +
Number of labour force for 1 hectare of other rotational crop
x
proportion of other rotational crop in the rotational area]

calculations

No of fallow plots in which NTFPs are collected
× NTFP income /ha of rot.rice
(Total no of fallow plots+1)

Result in Cell 11 = Cell 11 x

Cell 10
Cell 7 + 1

The formula used is the following:
Average number of labour forces needed for one hectare of rotational crop = sumprod (cell 8, cell 9’)

6. For information on permanent crops without livestock
grazing
Ask first the following questions:
“Which permanent crops do you cultivate?”
“How many hectares of each crop does one household
have?” => Calculate the percentage under each crop in
the cultivated area (=>enter in Cell 15).
For each crop ask the following questions:
“How many labour force units are required for one hectare
every year?” (=> enter in Cell 16 and write the result on
the piece of the A0 paper)
“Do you collect NTFPs in fields with permanent crop?” If
the answer is “Yes” ask “Which do you collect?”, “How
many kilograms do you collect?” and “How much do you
get per kilogram from the sale?” Calculate the total income from NTPFs by adding up the income from each
NTFP for one hectare. (=> enter in Cell 17 and write the
result on the piece of A0 paper).
“Do you use herbicides or other agricultural inputs on the
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4: The results from the above calculations
are used to calculate the following averages:
The average labour force number needed for the cultivation of 1ha of rotational crops
The average total income from NTFPs from 1ha of rotational crops
The average total income from agriculture income from
1ha of rotational crops
The three numbers are obtained averaging the values corresponding to the different activities for 1 ha over one year. For example,
in the case of labour force for rotational crops the calculation is:

The function “sumprod” allows summing up the products of these
two columns.

5. For information on livestock
grazing in rotational crop fallows
The data used here are the same as those already calculated
with the exception of the income from NTFPs as livestock can
damage these and/or reduce their natural regeneration. Ask
villagers which NTFPs the animals eat and then subtract the
income from these particular NTFPs from the total income. (=>
enter in Cell 14).

Socio-economic data and PLUP parameters

3. For information on the collection
of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs):
“From how many “fallow plots” does one household collect NTFPs?” (=> enter in Cell 10)
“Which NTFPs do you collect in the fallows?” “How many
kilograms do you collect per hectare?” “How much do you
get for 1 kg of NTFPs?” The total income from NTFPs per
hectare of fallow is the sum of all the income from the
sale of each NTFP, (=> enter in Cell 11. Write the results
generated on the piece of A0 paper, and explain the calculation).

TOOLBO X 2

2.

To complete the “description
of the different rotational
and permanent crops”

2.

To complete the “description
of the different rotational
and permanent crops”

plots?” If the answer is “Yes” ask “How much does it cost
per hectare?” (=> enter in Cell 18).
“What is your average yield?” and “How much do you get
when you sell one kilogram of the crop?” Calculate the income per hectare by multiplying these two numbers (=> enter in Cell 19 and write the result on the piece the A0 paper) .

Example calculation of the income from
permanent crops:
The agricultural income from permanent crops is calculated as follows:
To calculate the income per hectare from a particular crop multiply
the average yield by the sales price of 1kg) then subtract the cost
of the inputs (e.g. herbicides).
Comment: Villagers often find it difficult to estimate the yield
of cassava as this is harvested over a long period as and when
needed by the households. However it is possible to estimate the
production following the example of Houay Thong Village:
Here the villagers dug 2,400 holes, on 1 ha, in which to plant the
cassava. This resulted in the growth and harvesting of only 2,300
plants since 100 were damaged by wild pigs and other animals
1 cassava plant yields an income of 1,000kip.
Therefore from 2,300 plants, the farmers income is 2,300,000 kip
which is equivalent to 766,600 kips/ha/year assuming the cassava is harvested over a three year period

3.

To complete “general information about each land use
and livestock price”

Before beginning PLUP, the following data for each land-use
type must be collected:
1. The NTFP income per hectare from conservation, protection and production forests. Often the villagers do
not have this information. This can be gained as follows:
 Find out how many kilograms of each NTFP are collected per year either by the whole village or by a single household. In the latter case, multiply the number
of kilograms collected by a single household by the
total number of households collecting NTFPs in the
village. Calculate the total income from NTFPs for the
whole village by adding up all incomes from NTFPs.
 Ask the villagers about the size of the forest area in
which they collect NTFPs. To estimate the NTFP income
per hectare divide the total village income by the number of hectares in which the NTFPs are collected.
Continue in the same way for the other land use types (=> enter
in Cell 20 and write the result on the piece of A0 paper)
2. The agricultural return for 1hectare of each land use
(=> enter in Cell 21 and write the result on the piece
of A0 paper)
3. Ask about the number of large animals that can be
raised on 1 hectare of every land-use type (=> enter in
Cell 22 and write the result on the piece of A0 paper)
4. Ask about the labour force needed for 1 hectare of the
different land uses. (=> enter in Cell 23 and write the
result on the piece of A0 paper)

Example calculation of income from NTFPs:
In Houay Thong Village, the following NTFPs are collected in the
forest:
Pong Peng: 100kg @ 1,500 kip/kg
= 300,000 kip for the whole village
Bamboo shoots: 50kg/HH by 94 HH = 4,700kg @ 2,000 kip/kg
= 9,400,000 kip for the whole village
Wild vegetables: 5 kg/HH by 94 HH = 470 kg @8,000 kip/kg
= 3,760,000 for the whole village
Bamboo worm: 20 kg by all the village@ 30,000 kip/kg
= 600,000 kip for the whole village
Bamboo: 50 canes by 94 HH = 4,700 kg @ 1,000 kip/cane
= 4,700,000 kip for the whole village
Wood: 50 trees/HH * 94 HH= 4,700 kg @ 2,000 kip/kg
= 9,400,000 kip for the whole village
Therefore the total village income is about 28,160,000 kip.
Villagers collect NTFPs from 1/3 (i.e. from 266ha) of almost 800ha
of forest.
Therefore the income from NTFPs per hectare of forest (conservation, protection or production) is about 106,000 kip/ha.

Example calculation of percentages of large
animals In Houay Thong Village:
There are 350 cows and 138 buffalo making a total of 488 large
animals
The percentage of buffalo is

(138/488) × 100 = 28 %

Therefore the percentage of cows is

100-28

= 72 %

1. xFor information on pigs and goats, ask about the average age at which the animals are sold and for how

The same Excel file is used for both the parameters of the PLUP
fiction role-play and for the real PLUP.

come per animal per year will then be calculated.

Excel calculation of the average annual income from large animals:
The Excel formula to calculate the average income per large animal per year is as follows:
Average income per large animal per year
=

Average age at which buffalo are sold
their average price *
percentage of buffalo in the village
+
Average age at which cows are sold *
their average price *
percentage of cows in the village *

*

In PLUP fiction: for PLUP 1 (i.e. the first iteration), begin by entering the number of hectares for each land use calculated on
the game board in Cell 35. In the subsequent rounds, enter the
results in the correct order in Cells 36-37-38...
For the final round (simulation with a REDD project scenario)
enter the number of hectares in Cells 41. Enter the change in
the number of hectares of conservation forest as decided by
the players as compared to the last PLUP iteration. (=> enter
in Cell 42)

Do not forget to fill in all the Cells for
EACH PLUP iteration: the presence or
absence of livestock (enter 1 or 0 respectively) and the percentage of rotational crop land, permanent crop land
and grasslands/livestock areas that the
villagers are really able to use when
the topographic constraints are taken
into account.
For the real PLUP, the first round corresponds to the current land use. The
number of hectares for each land use
must be entered in Cell 34. For the next
rounds, enter in the order: PLUP iteration 1-2-3... (enter in Cells 35-36-37...)

Socio-economic data and PLUP parameters

much (=> enter in Cells 30-31-32-33). The average in-

I mportant point

TOOLBO X 2

4.

To complete “area of the
different land uses for
each PLUP iteration”

Average income per large animal per year
=

Cell24 * Cell25 * Cell26 + Cell27 * Cell28 * Cell29
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3.
‘PLUP Fiction’
role play

‘PLUP Fiction’ is a role play involving the 12

force numbers needed, rice self-sufficiency,

villagers selected by the whole village to

livestock carrying capacity, biodiversity, etc.)

serve as members of Village Land Manage-

associated with each land use plan.

ment Committee (VLMC) in zoning simula-

tions. It aims at increasing awareness of land

This toolbox focuses on explaining the

zoning impacts on socio-economic and envi-

learning process supported by ‘PLUP Fic-

ronmental parameters (e.g. incomes, labour

tion’ through different rounds of planning.
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F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
Bourgoin J, Castella J.C. (2011) ‘PLUP Fiction’: Landscape Simulation for Participatory Land Use Planning in Northern Laos.
Mountain Research and Development
31(2): 78-88. http://dx.doi.org/10.1659/MRDJOURNAL-D-10-00129.1

The 12 villagers selected to serve as VLMC members are first
introduced to a virtual landscape on the game board comprising 100 cells of one hectare each. There are 12 coloured role
play cards: eight of these are red, two are yellow and two are
green. The VLMC members each draw one of these cards in
order to define their particular role as either farmers (villagers)
or district officials during the role play.

The aim of the first round is to familiarize the VLMC members
with the game. The land cover/use (agricultural area, forest
area, shrub, plantation, village area, grass land) is represented
on the game board in a virtual landscape of 100 1 ha cells. The
players are asked to allocate land uses to each plot without
modifying its land cover. The land uses associated to each land
cover are summarised in the following table.

The eight VLMC members who drew the red cards repre-

sent the villagers
The two VLMC members who drew the yellow cards represent staff of the Economic Development Division; their
aim is to increase the income generated by the whole village as much as possible.
The two VLMC members who drew the green cards represent staff of the District Forest and Environment Division;
their aim is to preserve biodiversity and manage carbon
stocks.

Land cover

Land use

Agricultural area

Rotational crop area

‘PLUP Fiction’ role play

During the first round, the players calculate by themselves the socio-economic
and environmental impact of the scenario (i.e. the land use plan). For this,
note books and calculators are provided. More information about the parameters and calculations are available in
Toolbox 2.

First
round

TOOLBO X 3

I mportant point

Introduction to the
virtual landscape

Permanent crop area
Forest area

Conservation forest
Protection forest
Production forest

Shrub

Shrub

Plantation

Plantation

Village area

Village area

Grasslands

Natural grasslands
Improved pasture

The players allocate the agricultural land (the yellow cells on
the virtual landscape) to either rotational crops or permanent
crops, the forest area (the green cells) to conservation, protection and production forest, and the grasslands to either natural
grassland or improved pasture. They also choose the livestock
zones and management strategy (e.g. free roaming, fences...).
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Subsequent
rounds
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
Castella J.C. et al. (2011) Evolving relations
between agriculture and forest in Viengkham District, Luang Prabang Province.
Lao Journal of Agriculture and Forestry,
23: 61-89.

During the second round, the future land use is planned from
the initial land cover. The eight red card players (i.e. village
representatives) return their cards and discover that they now
belong to one of four different farmer types. This is to take into
account the differences in household types within villages as
described by Castella et al. (2011):
A type households comprise those farmers whose subsist-

ence depends on upland crops under shifting cultivation
and NTFP collection.
B type households are those able to accumulate rice surpluses and invest in livestock.
C type households are those having reached a higher level
of capital accumulation and invested in tree plantations
of teak or rubber.
D type households are those involved in off-farm activities.
The composition of the player group is as follows:
The players realise that land use changes do not have the same
effect on different household types. During the next PLUP iterations each player makes decisions in order to increase the

income of his/her household type. Before each round, tracing
paper is put over the game board so that the players are able
to design their own land use plans. A negotiation process then
begins. All the players try to plan the land use that will best
match their individual goals. The calculation of the impact of
the land use plan on individual and collective wealth, and landscape values in terms of biodiversity and carbon is made using
the Excel spreadsheets. The facilitation team helps the players
to analyse the impact of their zoning decisions.
Once the socio-economic and environmental impact of a scenario is computed, each player is asked to choose and pin
on one of the three satisfaction-level badges indicating how
well the scenario fits with their strategy. These badges are
coloured green for a good fit, yellow for a moderate fit and
red for a poor fit. This gives all the players an idea about the
general level of satisfaction. Depending on their role, players
are encouraged to plan for the benefit of the whole community and not just in their own interests. The negotiation process ends once all participants are satisfied and a consensual
land-use plan is reached.

Category

Sub-category

Main goal

Village representatives

Farmer practicing only shifting cultivation (type A)

To increase their income

Number
2

Farmer with large ruminants (type B)

2

Farmer who invested into plantation (type C)

2

Farmers with off-farm activities as a main source
of income (type D)

2

Environmental
management officials

To increase biodiversity and the carbon
biomass of the village

2

District economic officials

To increase the total income of the village

2

Scenario
exploration

Livestock
income per animal

Enviromental
RETURN

HECTARES
OF
LAND USES

Livestock
carrying capacity

2. Villagers receive payments for carbon credits under a
REDD+ mechanism. For each ha of conservation forest
1,000,000 kip are paid annually to the village.

Labour
carrying capacity

The whole group then engage in a discussion of these scenarios based on their land use planning experience gained from the
previous rounds. They can easily assess the opportunity costs
of the existing land uses and compare these with the options
proposed.

Agriculture/NTFPs
RETURN
Livestock
RETURN

Agriculture/NTFPs
income per hectare

VILLAGE INCOME

1. A facilitator plays the role of a foreign investor planning to request a land concession of 20 ha for a rubber plantation for an annual payment of 100,000 kip/
ha from the village.

‘PLUP Fiction’ role play

When all players are satisfied with the final plan, they are
asked to react to different scenarios. The aim is to emphasise
the fact that external factors can affect a land use plan. The
players need to balance the positive and negative impacts of
any external events on the village landscape and be prepared
to adapt their land-use plan if they wish. The scenarios proposed are as follows:

TOOLBO X 3

AN EXAMPLE OF THE ITERATIVE
LAND USE PLANS REACHED IN
HOUAYTHONG VILLAGE IN 2011

SIMULATION BOARD

RETURN
ON LABOUR

Off farm RETURN
A

B

C

D
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Constructing
a 3D model
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See detailed information on Participatory 3D Modelling at:
http://www.iapad.org/participatory_
p3dm.htm

Constructing a 3D model

A three dimensional (3D) model provides a good support for participatory
land use mapping. Built to scale, it reproduces the topographic features of
the landscape. A group of five or six
people are able to construct a 3D model from cardboard and plaster materials in only one day. The main advantages are that it is easily understood
by everyone, has many different uses,
and is a highly interactive tool for use
in boundary delineations. During two
dimensional participatory planning,
some people found it very difficult to
find their location on the map and so
remained passive. However these
same people were empowered by the
3D model and became active participants in the planning process.

Prior to building a 3D model, a base map (topographic map)
showing the contour lines, rivers and roads in the area should
be generated using GIS software and printed on an a sheet
of A0 plastic paper. The base map generated should be of an
appropriate size. We recommend producing a map with sides
measuring between 70cm and 1m. If the resulting 3D model
is too small, it may be difficult to delineate the topographic
features precisely. On the other hand, if the topographic map
is doubled in size, it takes four times as long to build the 3D
model! However it is important to ensure that the map is large
enough to include the entire territory of the village territory.

TOOLBO X 4

the reference
1. Generating
topographic map

A layer of carbon paper is used to trace the coloured contour
lines identifying the various elevations on the topographic map
onto the sheets of cardboard. The contour lines are traced one
after another beginning with the lowest and ending with the
highest.
The space (e.g. 20m or 40m) allowed between the contour
lines should be carefully selected depending on the landscape
topography and the thickness of the cardboard to produce a
realistic relief on the 3D model. The appropriate space can be
checked using the following relationship:

Altitude between each contour line
Cardboard thickness
Number of cardboards per contour line Scale (horizontal) of the model

A useful user manual is available at:
http://www.iapad.org/p3dm_guiding_
principles_2010_en.htm
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2.

Drawing the contour lines
on the cardboard sheets

Villagers can participate in all the following steps in the construction of the 3D model. The construction process is easier if
six participants work in three groups each of two people. Our
experience has shown that the process is more efficient if one
group is initially in charge of one step.
Group 1: Create the cardboard base of the 3D model by preparing a number of cardboard layers of the same size as the
topographic map. The number of cardboard layers prepared
must be the same as the number of different contour lines on
the topographic map. When all the cardboard layers have been
prepared the members of this group can help Group 3 with cutting the cardboard.
Group 2: Tape together sheets of carbon paper so as they
match the size of the topographic map, and then place these
over the cardboard base. Cover the carbon paper with the base
map. The three layers are then pinned together.
Starting from the lowest elevation, use a pen to trace over each
contour line so that the line is marked on the cardboard layer.
Repeat the process for each contour line on a new cardboard
layer.
Not all parts of these cardboard layers will be used in the construction of the 3D model; some parts will be and others will
be thrown away. Mark those parts that must be kept so that
the Group 3 people, in charge of cutting the cardboard layers
along the contour lines, know which pieces to keep and which
to throw away.

4.Completion
Once the glue is dry, the cardboard layers are taped together
using sticky tape. The whole 3D model is covered so that the
relief is flattened and the model is made waterproof. This prevents the cardboard layers getting wet during the next step in
which the 3D model is covered in wet plaster bandage strips
(used in making plaster casts for broken arms or legs).

Constructing a 3D model

The 3D model base is made by pasting together two cardboard
layers which are larger in area than the base map. The successive layers of cardboard are then pasted on the base .

TOOLBO X 4

and pasting
3.Overlaying
the cardboard layers

These plaster bandage strips are used to make the 3D model
rigid, tough and provide a white surface for painting. The bandage strips are cut into smaller pieces, dampened in a bowl of
water and then layered over the 3D model.
Once the 3D model has dried, topographic features such as rivers (in blue) and road (in red) can be drawn or painted. Use the
indications of the topographic map to locate the roads, rivers
and other landmarks.
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5.
Scenario analyses
with Excel spreadsheets
After each iteration of the land zoning pro-

(or the current land use plan). Suggestions

cess, key indicators are calculated in Excel

are also provided for a critical analysis of the

spreadsheets.

results in order to improve the next round of
zoning simulation.

This toolbox highlights the way in which
the results are calculated and which

This toolbox is to guide the facilitators for

results should be presented to and dis-

the land zoning both during ‘PLUP Fiction’

cussed with members of the Village Land

simulations and on the village 3D model.

Management Committee (VLMC).

After inputting the parameters of simulated

Some suggestions are given to help the fa-

land use plan (scenario) in the Excel file the

cilitators in analysing these results and com-

results can be visualized by clicking on the

paring them with the results of the previous

corresponding sheet (for example for the

plan in order to decide if the new iteration has

third round of land zoning click on the sheet

provided better results than the previous plan

“PLUP 3”).
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A

After each round of zoning the following results are shown to
the VLMC:

ment the land use plan)
Total income generated by the village including off farm

activities
Income equally distributed between the number of labour

activity is shifting cultivation)
Average income of Type B HH (villagers whose main activities are cropping and livestock raising)
Average income of Type C HH (villagers who invested in
tree plantation)
Average income of Type D HH (villagers whose income
come from off farm activities)

force needed for this PLUP
The table to the right is used to explain the different household
type, and why their income is different.

Value of biodiversity index
Value of carbon index

The table in the Excel file on the right of the precedent one
gives the results not averaged to the number of labor forces
required but to each type of livelihood system (see parameters
in Toolbox 2):

Total
income
of the
village

Average
income
per labor
unit

Labour
force
needed

Biodiversity
index

The results are displayed on a A0 paper on the wall (see table
below)
The VLMC members can compare these results between successive rounds and assess their progresses in learning PLUP.

Carbon
index

Income
share
Type A

Income
share
Type B

Income
share
Type C

C

D

Scenario analyses with Excel spreadsheets

Number of full time worker calculated (required to imple-

Average income of Type A household (villager whose main

B

TOOLBO X 5

of the
1. Presentation
results to the VLMC

Income
share
Type D

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3
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Round 4

The discussion with the members of the VLMC can be fed by
the following indicators:

The calculated number of large ruminants is the maximum number they
can have if all the zones are managed
with the maximum number of livestock
unit. The income from the livestock is
calculated with this number, so often
the income is over-estimated.

2. Look at the number of big livestock they can have with
this plan, if it is lower than the number they have nowadays, warn them.

Scenario analyses with Excel spreadsheets

I mportant point

1. Compare the number of labour force needed for the
PLUP and the number of labour force in the village that
is expected in 5 and 10 years (available population
trend assessment). Often the number of labour force
needed to implement the plan is higher than the number of labour force the village will have in 10 years:
The aim of the next round of zoning is to make a more
realistic plan by reducing the gap between these required and available labour force. Explanations about
how the result is generated also force the villagers to
think about the quality of the information they provided
as input to the simulation (rotation period, number of
labour force...).

TOOLBO X 5

2.

Engaging the discussion with
the village land management
committee

3. On the top right of the sheet, look at the cell “Number
of labour force who can be fed with the rice they grow
under this land use plan”. Compare this number with
the current labour force. Rice self-sufficiency cannot
be reached under the simulated plan, then the cell appears coloured in orange, if not this one is green. Rice
sufficiency may then be discussed with members of the
VLMC.
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6.

Quantum G I S
s oft w are
Free download and documents:
http://www.qgis.org/

QGIS
for land use planning

G I S technical term s

This tutorial for Quantum GIS is intended to

Use Planning (PLUP). It is not an exhaustive

provide users with some basic knowledge on

guideline on how to use QGIS, but simply pro-

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as

vides the basics in order to use this tool for

well as providing the skills required to per-

PLUP in the context of Lao PDR.

form a spatially explicit Participatory Land

Coordinate
reference
system (CRS)

CRS is a coordinate-based local, regional or global system
used to locate geographical
entities.

GeGeographic GIS is a software program
Information
that captures, stores, analySystems (GIS) ses, manages and presents
data with reference to geographic location data.
Geo-reference Geo-reference features mean
to define its existence in
physical space by establishing its location in terms of
map projections or coordinate
systems.

TOOLBO X

P articipatory L and U se P lanning
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Line

One-dimensional lines.

Point

Zero-dimensional points used
for geographical features that
can best be expressed by a
single point reference.

Polygon

Two-dimensional polygons
are used for geographical
features that cover a particular area of the earth surface.

Raster

A raster data type is any type
of digital image represented
by reducible and enlargeable
grids.

Shapefile

The Esri Shapefile or simply
a shapefile is a popular geospatial vector data format
for geographic information
systems software.

Vector

Different geographical features expressed by different
types of geometry: points,
line, polygon.

Organizing spatial data

First, define the project properties. Click on Settings/Project
properties…

Digitalizing options

Under Projected Coordinate Sys-

tems Find UTM, expAnd the folder
UNTIL YOU FIND:
WGS 84 / UTM zone 48N

ing:

Click Settings / Options

Select the tab Digitizing,

Click on General, define the layer

Changing the language in QGIS

To improve the sensibility of edit-

update the snapping options
choose 1000 maps units, 40 pixels.

units as Meters

QGIS for land use planning

Before starting, data should be
stored properly. Care is a necessary
quality in GIS. All the data should be
stored in a single folder. In this folder, a subfolder should be dedicated
to the layers (rivers, roads, villages,
contour lines, etc.) used at larger
scale (district, province). Then another folder should be created for each
village.

Creating a new project

TOOLBO X 6

1.Getting
started

Press OK

Click on Settings/Options…

Create a folder named after the

target village, and save the project in the folder.

Click on CRS

Select the preferred language:

“en_us” for English, “lo” for Lao
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1.Getting
started

the master map
2.Creating

Setting graphics environment

Adding features

In View/Toolbars make sure

Geographic features (road, map,

- Manage Layers,
- Digitalizing,
- Advanced Digitalizing,
- Map Navigation,
- Attributes,
- Plugins
boxes are ticked (see below).

contour line, etc..) need to be
added.

Click on Add Vector Layer ,
Open ,

Find the directory where GIS data
is stored.
Add roads, rivers, contour lines
and village points 

A layer can be removed by left

clicking on it, and then Remove.


If in the layer toolbar list a

layer is above another one,
it appears in the top of it on
the map.

For example the VK_district layer
is above road_general layer on
the toolbar list.

The map of Viengkham is therefore on the top of the road.

In View/Panels make sure the Layers box is ticked.

The layers selected appear in the
toolbar Layers.

By unselecting the layers,

they do not appear on the map.

The order of layers can be easily

changed by clicking on a layer
and dragging it to another place
in the list.

Here the layer road_general has
been draggeD after the layer
VK_district.

Visualizing layer information

arranged according to what the
user wants to show.

Each layer contains data spatially

displayed. All the data in a layer
can be viewed by opening its associated attribute table. Right click
on the layer, and then click on
‘Open attribute table’.

The attribute table is open. In the

following attribute table of the
layer Contour_line_Vienhgkam,
each item (line) contains two attributes: ID, and CONTOUR.
ATTRIBUTES

Modify colours


To change the colours of the

layer, right click on the layers,
Properties, and then Symbology

ITEMS

QGIS for land use planning

The layers order can be easily re-

Modifying the features of the
layers

TOOLBO X 6

2.Creating
the master map

The attribute ID is an identifica-

tion number whereas the attribute CONTOUR contains the contour
line level. Here for example, the
first item is a 400 meters contour
line.
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2.Creating
the master map
Modifying the features of the layers

One colour per layer

Several colours per layer

Depending on what to be showed,

Graduated colour
Example: Contour line
Select Graduated Symbol

one or several colours are used
per layer.
Examples: rivers, roads, village
points.
In the case one layer is needed
to be self-coloured, select ‘Single
Symbol’ in ‘Legend Type’. The transparency rate can be chosen , the
pattern , and the outline width 

in Legend Type.

Then the transparency rate can be

chosen , the classification field ,
and the number of classes . Then
click on ‘Classify’ . QGIS automatically classes the items in the number
of classed the user selected, according to the attribute. entered in ‘Classification field’.

Add labels

Non graduated colour
Example: Map of the areas of the

villages.
Select ‘Unique value’ in ‘Legend Type’,
then select the transparency rate
, the classification field . Then
click on ‘Classify’ .

Labels can also be added. To do so,
right click on the layers, Properties, and then Labels . The attribute containing the label need to be
entered in ‘Field containing label’.
In the below example, village name
(attribute village_na) wanted to be
added, for all the villages points.
The font characteristic can be
changed.

In this above example, colours have

been automatically designed to villages, producing the map below

In this example above, the contour
line are classified according to their
altitude, producing the map below.

In the map BELOW the village names

has been added next to each village location point.

E xample

Import GSP points
in to the QGIS program

Insert the CD software, the instal-

On the toolbars click on to Trans-

lation should start automatically.

fer / Receive From Device

QGIS for land use planning

In the picture below, the layer Rivers
have been coloured in blue, while the
layer Roads is in red.

Install the Map Source program

TOOLBO X 6

Importing
points
3.GPS

If the GPS tool location does not
appear, click on

Open the Map Source program
Click on Start
All programs
Garmin
Map Source









turn it on

the GPS tool location will appear.

Click on File  / Save . Save the GPS
points in the appropriate location
in the computer. Add a name . Save
type should be GPS eXchange Format
(*.gpx) . Then click on Save .

Open the QGIS software, and open the
project the GPS points need to be added.
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Plug the GPS in to computer and

Select only Waypoints / Receive / Ok,

3.Importing
GPS points
Import GSP points in to the QGIS program

Click on Gps Tools

On the export to new projection

Click on Load GPX file / Browse.

INPUT VECTOR LAYER = WAYPOINTS

Find the GPX file saved. Then click
on Open, Select only Waypoints / Ok

CHOOSE = WGS 84/UTM ZONE 48N/OK

Click on tab Vector / Data Management Tool / Export to new projection

BROWSE. FIND THE LOCATION
FOR SAVING THE LAYER, ADD A NAME. SAVE
CLICK OK

Click on tab Yes, when QGIS asks

“Would you like to add the new
layer to the TOC”. The layer containing GPS points will be added
to the project.

GPS POINTS

I mportant point

In the case the boundary of the
village has not been set up yet

How to take a 3D model photo

If the village boundary has not been
defined yet, the limits need to be established by villagers and negotiated
with neighbouring villages, on the 3D
model using strings and nails (reference to the previous toolbox).

Once the boundary negotiation is
over, and everyone agrees with the
boundary set-up, a photograph of the
3D model is taken. An “usual” camera
is enough. The 3D model is flat on a
table, and the photographer should
be at around 1m40 higher than the 3D
model holding the camera horizontally. Someone standing in front of
the photographer can check the level of the camera. The camera angle
should be large enough to include the
whole 3D model (not only the village
area) as it will ease the georeferencing. Below a photo of the village 3D
model with dark string used to delineate the village boundary.

QGIS for land use planning

The photo need to be well-oriented
(the north is up). Otherwise the georeferencing is impossible. If the photo
has been not well-oriented, it needs to
be turned up.

Before zoning, the village boundaries must be set-up. The village boundaries may
have been set-up by district authorities. In this case the team must be coordinated
with them and have a copy of their shapefiles to start zoning from it. In the following paragraphs, the two cases are studied.

TOOLBO X 6

4.

Create the polygon
of the village
boundary

The photograph is then copied in the
village folder, in the folder named
“Boundary”.

Zoom the map to the target village
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location using other layers. Open

4.

Create the polygon
of the village
boundary

Photo georeferencing

the attribute table (right click on
the layer and select Open attribute table) of a layer containing the
target village location (here the
layer Villages_pts_proj). Then left
click on the identification number
 of the line containing the target village location. Then click on
the magnifying glass icon .
Click on Plugins/Georeferencer
/Georeferencer

Click on Add Raster and open the

folder where the photo is located
Left click on the picture on a reference point (village, river crossing...)
On the window popping-up, click on
‘From map canvas’

�	A few rules to improve the accuracy of the georeferencing:
1. Have a large number of points
(but not too much otherwise it
can take times)
2. Have points spread from one another.
�	When done, click on Start georeferencing.
�	Press OK on the pop-up window
�	Set a linear transformation type
�	Select a location for your output
raster.
�	Define the reference system (UTM/
WGS84 Zone 48N)

Left click on the same point from

the existing layers (village, river...)

Press OK and repeat the process at
least 3-4 times

�	Tick Load in QGIS box
�	Press OK
�	Then the raster is now added to
the layer toolbar.

TOOLBO X 6

4.

Create the polygon
of the village
boundary

Creation of a boundary polygon

Select Polygon in Type

The number of maximal charac-

ters is indicated in “Width”.
For the boundary, the layer will
contain only one item: the polygon
of the boundary. Therefore, there
is no need to add attributes. However QGIS asks for at least one attribute. You therefore need to add
ID in Name  as a Whole number .

Start editing by clicking on Toggle editing , and then on Capture
Polygon .



Design a polygon by successive

left clicks on the border as shown
below

Make sure the coordinate system

QGIS for land use planning

Create a new shape file layer 

is WGS 84/UTM zone 48N for Laos

New attribute can be added by entering a name , and the attribute
type .

Three types of attributes can be
created.

The 3 types of attribute characteristics are summarized in the following table.
Characteristics

Examples

Text
data

Contains only
characters

Land use type

Whole
number

Integer
numbers

Identification
number (ID)

DECIMAL
number

Decimal
numbers

Land use area

the boundary layer is above the
boundary raster (photo).

Little by little the whole area is
covered.
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Type

Press OK.
Reorganise the layers so that

4.

Create the polygon
of the village
boundary

Creation of a boundary polygon

Modify the boundary

To be accurate the user should not

Once finished, a polygon can be

follow the string but the projection of the string onto the 3D model as shown below.

Then click on Add a vector layer

modified.
Start editing by clicking on Toggle
editing , and then on Node Tool .



And open the shapefiles of the tar-



Right click on a node, and move it.
In the above example, the boundary has been modified to fit with a
taken GPS point.

Click on Vector/Data management

get village. If necessary, rename
the shapefiles.

tools/Split vector layer

Once finished, right click and a

window pops-up and requests filling in the attributes of the polygon.

When the village boundary has
already been delineated
When the village boundary has
Enter the number of the polygon
ID or any other information that
will allow its identification. And
click OK.
Click on the Editing button again
and save the changes.

been delineated, it is not necessary
to follow the steps described in the
first paragraph. Only a shapefile of
the boundary of the target village
needs to be created. If shapefiles of
the boundaries of several villages
exist, the user need extract only
the boundary of the target village
in a new shapefile. In the following
example, we will extract a village
boundary from the layer called
Viengkham_boundary_villages
(shown RIGHT).

First select the Input vector layer .

THIS IS THE LAYER YOU WANT TO SPLIT.
ENTER THE ATTRIBUTE OF THE LAYER
(ENTERED ABOVE) CONTAINING A UNIQUE
IDENTIFICATION (MOST OF THE TIME THE
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
CHOOSE A DIRECTORY.
CLICK OK

TOOLBO X 6

zones
for land use plans
5.Creating
Zoning the current land use

which committee has delineated
the current land use zones, is
taken and copied to the sub-folder
named the ‘current land use’ in
the village folder.
The photograph needs to be georeferenced. The raster can be easily geo-referenced using features
from the boundary raster as done
in the example above.

SAVE THE FILE IN THE CURRENT
LAND USE FOLDER AND NAME IT.
current_land_use.shp
SELECT THE
WGS 84/UTM ZONE 48N
COORDINATE SYSTEM.

bology.

In Fill options select any patter n ,

in Outline options, select a bright
colour , and a Width .

Reorganise the layers so that the
vector current land use is above
the raster (photo) current land use.

QGIS for land use planning

A photograph of the 3D model on

CLICK OK WHEN FINISHED

Now the current land use map is

displayed on the 3D model together with the polygon of the current
land use map as shown below.

Once geo-referenced, the bound-

ary layer should be copied. Right
click on the boundary layer, click
Save as. Now that the current_
land_use vector has been created,
it needs to be opened.
click on Add a vector layer

To make the following steps eas-

ier, hiding the boundary layer is
advisable to.

Right click on the current_land_
use layer, click on Properties/Sym-

And open the current_land_use
vector.
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zones
for land use plans
5.Creating
How to create zones with QGIS

Now, zones made on the 3D model

will be created on the layer current land use. At the moment,
there is only one polygon in the
village, namely that showing the
whole village area. The goal is to
create as many polygons as zones
created by the villagers on the 3D
model during current land use
zoning.
Zones can be created in two ways
with the Split Features tool (the
“scissor icon” in the Advanced
digitalizing toolbar) : These are (i)
when a zone is not included in another zone and (ii) when the zone
to be created is included in another zone.

Click on the current land use layer.
Click on Toggle editing , and then
on Select Features .



You need to delineate the zone,
starting from outside shown by 
below and finishing at  outside
the zone you selected.



Select the zone that contains the

zone that needs to be “cut”. Once
selected, the zone is coloured differently.

How to create zones not
included in another zone

Once the delineation is finished, left
click. The zone should then appear.

We want to cut out the zone indicated by the arrows.

Then click on Split Features.

T ip

How to create zones with QGIS

How to create zones included
in another zone

Stage 1
You need first to create a zone

Sometimes, the zone to be created

By clicking on any “bothersome points”, they can be
easily moved and merged with another line to hide
them.

is isolated from other zones. For
example, the zone delineated by
blue string in the example shown
below.

using the same technique as that
described in the paragraph 0. However in this case the whole zone is
not delineated as shown below.

QGIS for land use planning

Sometimes, unwanted artefacts appear such as the
line in the following example. In this case it should be
removed. To do so, use the Node Tool.

TOOLBO X 6

zones
for land use plans
5.Creating

Stage 2
Then you need to “cut” the zone that

has not yet been delineated. To do
so select the zone

In this particular case, the zone
creation process is different.
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zones
for land use plans
5.Creating
How to create zones with QGIS

And then, cut “it”.

Then click on Merge Selected Features.

Modify zones

Saving

Once created, a zone can be modified.

Once all the zones have been creat-

Click on the layer containing the zone
to be modified. Then click on the Toggle
editing  and then the Node Tool .





Then, right click on the node to be
moved , move the node , and then
click on Toggle editing to save.

Stage 3
The zone has now been created. However the surrounding zone is now
into two features! Click on Select
Features, holding the CTRL button
of the keyboard, select the two features of the zones.

The work is over.

It is also possible to merge zones using the Merge Selected Features tool.

Once merged, the zones are easier to
modify.

ed, click on Toggle editing, and then
save..
It is also advisable to save throughout the zone creation process.

I mportant point

The area calculation is not updated
automatically when zone areas
change. Therefore the area calculation should be done when all the
zones have been created correctly
made.

Calculate the area of
each land use zone

In name, write Land_use_type, in Type,
select Text (string), and in Width, 30.
Click on OK.

Right click on the layer and open the
attribute table, click on the Toggle
editing mode button.

And click on Field calculator.

QGIS for land use planning

$area gives a result in square meters.
Therefore in $area/10000 the units are
hectares.

Calculate the area of each zone and each land use type

TOOLBO X 6

zones
for land use plans
5.Creating

I mportant point
It is easier to associate a land use
type with the zones by looking directly
at the 3D model zones.

In New Field, write “Area” in Output

field name, in Output filed type select Decimal number (real), in Output
field width, leave 10. In Field calculator expression, write “$area/10000”.

Then select  the features of the lay-

er  locate it on the map and  write
the name of the associated land use
type in the corresponding column.

Associate each zone
with its land use type
To associate each zone with its cor-

responding land use type, right click
on the layer and open the attribute
table, click on the Toggle editing
mode button.

And click on New column
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zones
for land use plans
5.Creating
Calculate the area of each zone and each land use type

To calculate the area of each land

use type, the sum of all the areas
need to be calculated using the
following formula:

Calculate the land use types
total area manually

Using a piece of paper and a calculaArea land use type 𝛼𝛼

Area
Zones ∝

Calculate the land use types
total area using a pivot table

To do so, select all the features of

the layers (holding the SHIFT button of the keyboard, select the first
and then the last feature of the attribute table), click on Copy selected
rows to the clipboard.

Then past the clipboard to an Excel
sheet. Create a pivot table, giving the
total area for each land use type
(see below).

tor, for each land use type calculate
the sum of the areas of the corresponding zones.
The total area of each land use
type needs to be given to the facilitators and the person in charge
of calculating the socio-economic
and environmental impact of the
land use plan.
For each new land use follow the
steps given in paragraph 0. However, each time copy the previous
land use plan, and rename it.

EXAMPLE

Zoning the last land use plan

For the last land use plan, the steps

undertaken are the same as in paragraph 0. However the location of
each plot needs to be defined.

Add location to each plot

Right click on the layer, open the at-

EXPORT THE TABLE

To do so, select all the features of

the layers (holding the SHIFT button of the keyboard, select the
first and then the last feature of
the attribute table), click on Copy
selected rows to the clipboard

tribute table, click on the Toggle editing mode button.

QGIS for land use planning

The following table provides an example of land zone presentation for
inclusion in the PLUP agreement

TOOLBO X 6

zones
for land use plans
5.Creating

Then paste the clipboard to an Excel
And click on New column

In name, write location, in Type, se-

lect Text (string), and in Width, 50.
Then click on OK.
Then select first the features of the
layer, locate them on the map, and
then write the name of the associated location in the location column.

sheet. Create a pivot table, giving
the total area of each land use or
calculate it manually. Classify the
zone per land use type. From this table, create a table in Excel with the
features presented in the following
table.

Type

Characteristics

Column 1

Identification code per zone (plot)
classified per land use type

Column 2

Land use type name
(merged cell)

Column 3

Number of plots per
land use type (merged cell)

Column 4

Location

Column 5

Area of the plot

Column 6

Area of the land use zone
(merged cell)
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LAND
USE MAPS
6.THE
Map layers preparation

Once consensus on a final land use

If necessary unselect the other lay-

Show the layers necessary
for the map

Add the colours for each
land use type

The map needs to include: roads, riv-

Left click on the layer final land use

plan has been reached, maps need to
be designed. For the PLUP agreement,
mapping of the final Land Use plan
is needed, and for the village monograph, mapping of both the current
land use and the final land use plan
are needed.
The steps for mapping are given
below.

ers, and streams, boundaries, and
GPS points. Colours of these layers,
and their relative positions need to
be set-up.
The example shows the Houaythong
map in QGIS before export to the image map

ers. In the example below the layer
Contour_Lines is hidden.

plan  , and then Properties/Symbology . In the Legend type, select
Unique value , and in Classification
field, select the Land_use_type attribute . Then Classify . Each land use
will be automatically associated with
colours (see below). However to be
consistent, a specific colour should
be associated with each land use.

To change the colour of a land use type,

click on the Land use type  , in Fill Options, select the colour dedicated to
the land use type , In Outline options,
select None . Once each the land use
type is associated with the correct colours, click on tab Apply / OK .

Add the boundary and
select the colour

Click on Add vector Layer  / Browse

, find the shapefiles of the boundary.
Then Open  and Open again.

I mportant point

To make sure that the same colour is used, Custom Colours can be
used. Select a location in the custom colour , choose a colour ,
and click on Add to Custom Colour . Associate a colour with each
land use, .

To save time, associating land use
types with colours can be done using
Style. Once the association is finished,
save the style by clicking on Save
Style, and save the Layer Style File in
the appropriate directory. Instead of
associating land use type with an appropriate colour each time, the style
can be opened using Load Style. However to use a style again with a different layer, the classification field needs
to include exactly the same content as
the classification field in the original
layer (same number, same spelling).
We therefore do not advise the use of
Style.

From now on, the colours of the custom base can be used for all the
new layers.





Map layers preparation

As the polygon of the boundary is

above the colours of the land use
type, left click on the Boundary layer  and Properties. Click on None
in Fill options. Then in Outline options, select a dashed line, a dark
line colour, and the line width .
Then click on Apply/OK

QGIS for land use planning

T rick

TOOLBO X 6
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Export the image map

Add the map

Click on Add new map, and draw a
rectangle in the page.

Do the same to add the date  and the
GPS point identification numbers .

Click on File/New print composer

and, the screen of the composer
pops-up.

Add north and logos

To move the map item use the Select/
move item tool.

Click on Add image  , Click on the
Add the legend
Click on Add new vector legend 

On the right, in General, set the Ori-

entation (Landscape or Portrait)
and the Quality at 600 dpi.

However, to move the map content
within the item, use the Move item
content tool.

To choose the scale, in Item modify

and click on the page ). The legend
can be updated in Item . To change
the name click on Edit , rewrite
the name , then OK . To remove
the line of the title box click on Item
options  / Frame colours / Select
white colour / OK.

To remove the legend, click on

the box Scale.

Add the title and date
Click on Add label  . In Item ,

change the map title . To write in
Lao, change to Lao font and rewrite
the title. To remove the frame line
of the title box click on General options/Frame colours, select white
colour and then press OK.

To move the legend position, click
on

page  and wait until the box appears, then select a north arrow .
To remove the line of the title box
click on General Options /Frame
colours/Select white colour/OK.

Do the same to add logos. However
the logos need to be browsed .

Export the image map

Click on Add new scalebar  , Click

on the page, Segment size (map
Units) = 1000 , Map units per bar
unit = 1000 , Unit label = km ,
then modify the size as needed .

QGIS for land use planning

Add the scale

T he complete map

TOOLBO X 6

LAND
USE MAPS
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Create the image map
When the map editing is finished,

click on File, Export as image, save
the map in your computer. Enter the
name, in Files of type select jpeg
format ( *.jpeg). Then click on Save.
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for P3DM
7.QGIS
How to extract contour lines to build a 3D Model?

1. Start Quantum GIS
2. Add a raster by clicking on the
‘Add Raster Layer’ button:

3. Select a digital elevation model
(DEM) raster file (e.g. by default,
the raster of the whole country.

The Clipper tool is used to create a

DEM focused on your study area. In
the Clipper window, the input file is
the DEM raster file. The output file is
the result of the Clip function. Click
on select to define its destination.
With the clipping mode on extent,
drag a square around the village
point(s) of interest in order to incorporate the borders (see example
below):

4. Zoom in to the study area of interest by using the ‘Zoom in’ button:

5. As village boundaries are usually unknown at this stage, it is
advised to add the location of the
target villages with the ‘Add vector layer’ tool:
6. Select the Clipper tool under Raster/Extraction:

Tick Load into canvas when finished

and press OK.
7. Now that the the DEM raster corresponding to the target area
has been created, Click on Raster/
Extraction/Contour to create
contour lines:

TOOLBO X 6

for P3DM
7.QGIS
How to extract contour lines to build a 3D Model?

location of the output and the interval between lines (40m by default),
tick the two boxes (attribute name
and load into canvas); Press OK.

9. To change the colors of the contour lines, double click on the
contour lines shapefile, and in
the Style section, update the legend type to continuous color and
the classification field to ELEV (by
default):

8. Double click on the contour line
shapefile and display the label
section:

10. To save and or/print the contour
lines, click on New Print Composer:

QGIS for land use planning

Input the new raster file. Define the

Click on Add new map and drag a

Here the colors range from green

(minimum value) to red (maximum
value).

square on the blank page to display
the contour lines.
It is possible to modify the extent of
the representation and change the
quality of the output.
When done, click on File / Export as
Image or PDF.

Set the font size (here 50 in map units)
according to your map extent.
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7.

Synthesising PLUP knowledge
in a village monograph
This toolbox describes how to synthesise and

This toolbox explains how to compute the

display all the knowledge generated through

data, and extract the main information

the Participatory Land Use Planning (PLUP)

from the Excel files.

process in the village monograph. The village

information in Excel files is shown in charts
and tables which can be easily exported to

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N

Publisher files.

Please see the monographs of the villages of Boumavan, Hat Houng, Hat
Kor, Hat Lao, Houay Kou, Houay Thong,
Nam Xoy and Phonkham.

TOOLBO X
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1.1
Computing the village
diagnosis data
All the data gathered from the

initial village diagnosis is computed in the Excel named the ‘village name’_diagnosis_data. There
are four sheets in this file namely:
the “Data survey”, “Pop grow”, “Hist”
and “Prb_ce” sheets which are described below.

1.1.3 “Hist” sheet

1.2
Exporting parameters to PLUP
parameterization
The data displayed in the PLUP_data

Excel file (outlined in yellow below)
must be copied and pasted to the Parameters sheet of the ‘village name’_
PLUP_parameters file (outlined in
green below).

Once this is done, the data on the

village area in the PLUP_data sheet,
which are collected from individual household survey, must be compared with those produced during
the PLUP process, from mapping of
current land use system on the 3D
model.

The “Hist” sheet computes the numerical data (outlined in grey below)
and summarises the village history (outlined in blue below).

Date
Cow
Buffalo
Goat
Pig
Households
Yield (ton)
Rotation

1966-1974

1975-1983

1984-1990

1991-2011

14
6
0
0
89
1,6
9

22
8
0
0
38
1,6
5

42
16
0
0
85
1,5
4

250
181
38
334
92
1,5
4

DATA_PLUP SHEET OF
‘VILLAGENAME’_DIAGNOSIS_DATA

1.1.1 “Data survey” sheet
Information from the village cen-

PARAMETERS SHEET OF
‘VILLAGE NAME’_PLUP_PARAMETERS

sus is computed in the “Data survey” sheet in which each row represents one household, and each
column is a single variable.

Once the land zoning process is
To do this, open both the Parameters

1.1.2 “Pop grow” sheet

1.1.4 “Prb_ce” Sheet

The “Pop grow” sheet computes

The “Prb_ce” sheet lists and sum-

information on the population
growth which includes births,
deaths and migrations over the
previous six years.

marises the problems identified by
the village men and women in the
problem census.

sheet of the ‘village name’_PLUP_parameters file and the Data_PLUP sheet
of the ‘village name’_diagnosis_data
file at the same time, then copy the
range C8:D11 from the Data_PLUP sheet
and paste this to the range A4:A1 of
the Parameters sheet. This is illustrated in the figure below.

finished, the data from the ‘village
name’_PLUP_parameters file need to
be exported to the ‘village name’_diagnosis_data file. To do this, copy and
paste the Info for monograph sheet
of the ‘village name’_PLUP_parameters file to the Data_To IMPORT from
PLUP data sheet of the ‘village name’_
diagnosis_data file as shown below.

Synthesising PLUP knowledge in a village monograph

The data (household survey, problem census, history, population growth) gathered
from the initial village diagnosis must first be entered in the Excel file named the
‘village name’_diagnosis_data for computation. A separate file must be created for
each village. Each Excel village file will generate the parameters for input to the
PLUP process and be exported to another Excel named the ‘village name’_PLUP_parameters (i.e. Toolbox 2). PLUP data is used to provide information for creating the
village monograph.
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1.

Entering
data

1.3
Importing data from land zoning
Once the land zoning process is
finished, the data from the ‘village name’_PLUP_parameters file
need to be exported to the ‘village
name’_diagnosis_data file. To do
this, copy and paste the Info for
monograph sheet of the ‘village
name’_PLUP_parameters file to
the Data_To IMPORT from PLUP data
sheet of the ‘village name’_diagnosis_data file as shown below.

2.

Producing a
monograph

All the charts, data, tables needed
to produce a monograph can be
found in the ‘village name’_diagnosis_data Excel file.

The information in English is on
the sheets Mo_p1_EN, Mo_p2_EN,
Mo_p3, Mo_p4_EN, and in Lao on the
sheets Mo_p1_LA, Mo_p2_LA, Mo_p3,
Mo_P4_LA. The items are classified
by page (i.e. p1 for page 1 of the
monograph, p2 for page 2 and so
on).

2.1
Creating page 1
1. Export the data to the first page
of the ‘village name’_monograph
Publisher file
2. Complete the general information about the village
Open the Mo_p1 sheet of the Excel file

DATA_PLUP SHEET OF
‘VILLAGENAME’_DIAGNOSIS_DATA

named ‘village name’_diagnosis_data
(outlined in orange below). The table contains all the information
needed.

This information should be transferred
to the monograph Publisher file by filling in the appropriate empty cells:

Village name
Date of establishment
Total village area
Percentage (%) of forest cover
Total number of households, of people and of women

PARAMETERS SHEET OF
‘VILLAGE NAME’_PLUP_PARAMETERS

Population density
Ethnicity
Number of labour force units

Other information such as:

Date of installation of water supply
Date of installation of latrines
Date of installation of electricity
network

Description of classes of primary
school and dates of creation

Description of village funds and
dates of creation can be extracted
from the focus group on history.

3. Locate the village on the map

4. To copy the pyramid age chart:
1. Open Sheet Mo_1 of the ‘village
name’_diagnosis_data file

I M P O R TA N T P O I N T
Once an item has been copied and
pasted, re-sizing or changing the position of certain items (title, legend, etc.)
may be necessary. To do this, double
click on the item, and then resize it, and
move other terms to different positions.
If the user does not double click on the
item first, the scale will be modified.
Sometimes certain items may be superimposed. In this case their relative
positions can be changed using the position tools

2. Copy the pyramid age chart
3. Right click in the ‘village name’_
monograph Publisher file and
paste
4. Left click on the pasted item and
then drag it to the correct place
on the sheet

The spider chart can be copied in
the same way.

Synthesising PLUP knowledge in a village monograph

The arrow in the screen shot shown
below points to the red dot in the
bottom right hand corner of the map.
This dot is used to locate the village
in the district. Left click on the dot
and then drag it to the location of
the village on the map.

the village by road? If the village
is not accessible by road, is there
a river? How many hours does it
take to reach the village by boat?
Left click in the writing zone “accessibility” in the Publisher file
and enter the information.
3.		The spider chart: The indicators
compare the values for the district with those for the village.
The bigger the pentagon, the more
developed the village. If there is a
big difference in an indicator, then
mark it and try to explain reason
for the difference. Left click in
the writing zone under the spider
chart, and enter the information.
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5. Add more information on village
accessibility, the pyramid age
chart and the spider chart
1. The pyramid age chart: This shows
the relative numbers of adults,
elders and children in the village.
And try to roughly deduce the stage
of the village in terms of the demographic transition. Left click in the
writing zone near the chart, and
enter the information.
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2. Village accessibility: Is there a
path/road? If yes, is it accessible
by road throughout the year? How
many hours does it take to reach

a
2.Producing
monograph
6. Add the history table
Right click and copy the history ta-

ble from the same Excel file (Sheet
Mo_1 of ‘village name’ diagnosis_
data), and then paste this in the
lower part of the of the ‘village
name’_monograph Publisher file.

1. Drag the table to the correct
position on the Publisher page
2. If necessary, adjust the table
size

7. Rearrange items
in the Publisher file
Sometimes chart, writing and im-

age zones may be superimposed on
each other. To put a zone behind
another zone, proceed as follows:

1. Right click on the zone to be
movedTo bring it to the foreground, select Order then
left click on Put on the foreground
2. To put it in the background,
select Order then left click on
Put on the background

2.2
Creating page 2

plete the second page of the ‘village name’_monograph Publisher
file

1. Add comments on the school
enrolment chart: At which
level did the majority of children stop their studies? Is
there a big difference between
girls and boys? Information from
the village history can be used
for this comment.

5. Add a photograph of the village
houses or turbines.
6. Add comments on the “house
type” chart: What is the main type
of house? Link this to the wealth
and accessibility of the village.
7. Add the “% of households with an
off-farm activity” chart on the
Mo_p2 sheet of the Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data.

Add an image in Publisher

2.3
Creating page 3

Left click on the button Add a pic-

ture in the left panel and then left
click on From a folder. Click on the
zone on the sheet where the photograph is to be inserted, and then
select the folder containing the
desired photograph. Left click on
the photograph in the folder and
it will appear in the selected zone.

The steps to complete the third
page are as follow:

1. Draw the “average land use per
household” diagram.
2. Describe the average permanent
crop use per household
3. Insert the ‘current land use’ map
from QGIS
4. Copy the table showing the number of hectares for each land use
from the Mo_p3 sheet of the ‘village
name’_diagnosis_data Excel file

2. Add a photograph of the school
3. Add the “assets owned” chart
from the Mo_p2 sheet of the Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data

5. Copy and paste the “distribution
of income generating activities”
chart from the Mo_p3 sheet of the
‘village name’_diagnosis_data Excel file

8. Add the table of the off-farm
activities showing the three results as percentages.
9. Comment on the importance to
the village of off-farm activities:
Why do people engage in these
off-farm activities? Is it to earn
money to feed their family because of rice insufficiency or to
buy goods such as televisions or
motorcycles? If the families collect a lot of NTFPs, name the main
kinds collected.
6. Add a comment on plantations. (Do
these represent a large part of the
income? What are kinds of trees
(teak, agarwood, fruit) are grown?
7. Add a comment on the livestock
system (Which animal yields the
highest/lowest income?)
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4. Add comments on the “assets
owned” chart: Use the comparison
with the average of the 25 AgriSud
target villages. Link the number
of motorcycles to the presence or
absence of a road and the wealth
of the village. Link the number of
televisions and turbines to the

Synthesising PLUP knowledge in a village monograph

Follow the steps below to com-

presence or absence of electricity
in the village.
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8. Add a photograph of a village plantation or animals.
9. Add the table from the Mo_p3 sheet
of the ‘village name’_diagnosis_
data Excel file which details the
number of the various animals

The colour inside a shape and that

of the border can be chosen by
clicking on the Colour buttons as
shown below:

10. Add the “Living livestock capital
per household type” chart from the
Mo_p3 sheet of the Excel file ‘village
name’_diagnosis_data
11. Add the chart “Evolution of the
livestock herd” from the sheet Mo_
p3 of the Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data

Create shapes in Publisher to create the diagram “average land use
per household”
Different shapes (lines, arrows,
ellipses, rectangles and others)
can be created in Publisher by left
clicking on the desired shape and
then left clicking on the monograph sheet at the desired position. Its position can be changed
by clicking on it and dragging. Its
size can be modified by left clicking on the corners. The screen
shot below shows the different
shapes in the oval outlined in red
and the change of position and
size.

To add text to the shape, right
click inside and write the text.

Colours for the table showing the
number of hectares for each land
use.
The colours of the table showing
the number of hectares for each
land use must correspond to the
colours used on the map. In order
to do this, follow these steps:

1. Left click on the ‘colour fill’ button; choose the option example of
padding colour by left clicking
on it.

2. The cursor changes from an arrow shape to a kind of pipette.
Drag this to the area of the map
with the colour you want. Left
click on the colour. (See illustration)

Then follow these steps:
1. Left click in the cell corresponding to the chosen colour.
The cursor changes from an arrow shape to a kind of pipette.
Drag this to the area of the map
with the colour you want. Left
click on the colour. (See illustration)
2. Left click on the colour fill button

Do the same for all the land uses

2.4
Creating page 4

fourth page follow:

1. Copy and paste the problem census table from the Mo_p4 sheet of
the Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data. Change the size.
2. Copy and paste the table giving
the number of hectares for each
land use of the final land use
plan from the Mo_p4 sheet of the
Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data
3. Copy and paste the map from QGIS
of the final land use plan
4. In the text boxes, add comments
for the different land uses (Why
did the villagers put this land
use here? What do they intend
to do?...) The arrow head can be
moved by left clicking on it and
link a land use to a comment.
5. Copy and paste the Village Action
Plan table the Mo_p4 sheet of the
Excel file ‘village name’_diagnosis_data. Change the size.

Synthesising PLUP knowledge in a village monograph

The steps for completing the
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Do the same as for the sheet num-

ber 3: put the corresponding colour in the table of the number of
hectares for each land use.

In the same way, put the corre-

sponding colour in the Village Action Plan table.
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This screen shot shows Page 4 of the completed monograph for
Houay Thong Village.
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